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ABSTRACT 

 
 

This thesis explores the relationship between annual federal and state spending on the national 

Interstate Highway System (IHS) and an annual measure of performance of this infrastructure 

asset—traffic congestion. Traffic congestion is operationalized as the percent of miles in a state’s 

Interstate highway network operating above pre-designed capacity thresholds. A fixed effects 

regression analysis is conducted to assess the association between congestion mitigation, capital 

as well as maintenance expenditures, and Interstate congestion from 1999 to 2008.  The paper 

finds a small, yet statistically significant, negative relationship between government spending on 

capital improvements on the IHS and Interstate congestion; and a smaller, but also statistically 

significant, positive relationship between IHS maintenance spending and Interstate congestion. 

There is no statistically significant relationship found between congestion mitigation spending 

and Interstate traffic. This paper concludes that the way in which public money was spent on the 

IHS between 1999 and 2008 did not have a strong association with improved performance of the 

network. It is possible, however, future studies of public spending on the Interstate Highway 

System using more years of data could facilitate an analysis with additional year lags. Such an 

approach might in turn, reveal stronger relationships between public IHS spending and reduced 

traffic congestion over the longer time horizon. 
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Introduction 
 

For much of the 20th century the American Interstate Highway System (IHS) served as an 

internationally recognized model of efficient surface transportation. (Center for Strategic 

International Studies 2005) During that century, the nation experienced substantial economic 

returns from the rapid mobility of American passengers and freight. (National Transportation 

Project 2009) The construction of the Interstate Highway System expanded market areas by 

increasing the speed with which producers were able to obtain input materials, enabling 

consumers to obtain an expanded gamut of goods, services and price points, as well as allowing 

employers to hire from among a wider array of employees. (RAND 2011)  

Seminal research, conducted by economists Ishaq Nadiri and Theofanis Mamuneas at the 

Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) request, attempted to quantify the overall economic 

impact generated by the construction of the national highway network. In their 1994 FHWA 

commissioned study, Nadiri and Mamuneas concluded the U.S. government’s investment in its 

highway system made substantial contributions to American productivity growth but that the 

magnitude of that impact had diminished over time.1 In the 1950s, for example, U.S. government 

investment in the nation’s highways contributed about 31% to annual productivity growth. By the 

1960s, U.S. government investment in public highway contributed about 25% to annual 

productivity growth. At the end of the 1980s, government investments in the highway capital 

stock accounted for about 7% of the country’s annual productivity growth. (Nadiri and 

Mamuneas 1994)  

Despite the continued level of U.S. government investment in the nation’s highways, by 

the beginning of the 21st century, productivity growth in the U.S. declined. Part of the reversal in 

                                                 
1 Nadiri and Mamuneaus designed a statistical model that estimated the aggregate effects of demand, supply factors 
and highway capital, on changes in aggregate productivity growth in the U.S. between 1950 and 1989. Their study 
generated aggregate marginal benefits of highway capital to output and productivity growth in the nation’s economy, 
for the roughly 40 years under review.  
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the economic implications of U.S. investments on the National Highway System (NHS) 

originates in the fact that by the turn of the century U.S. government construction of new lane 

miles in the IHS had slowed down substantially, while the demand for highway travel continued 

to rise. (FHWA 2011) The net effect of the supply of U.S. highway stock being outpaced by 

demand has been an increase in the level of congestion experienced on highways and a 

consequent increase in the opportunity costs associated with travel on these public roads. At the 

present, the cumulative costs of highway congestion in 2011 amounted to $101 billion in wasted 

time and fuel—nearly 1/2% of the gross domestic product recorded last year. (2011)2 Clearly, 

then, addressing the rising levels of traffic congestion on the nation’s highways is a public 

concern. Especially when we consider the fact that as the nation’s economy continues to recover 

from the recent recession, population and employment levels will resurge, and with those 

changes, demand for highway travel will rebound.  

This paper moves on to assess the relationship between the federal and state government 

investment in the Interstate Highway System (IHS) and traffic congestion on the highway 

network. The paper uses data provided by FHWA to operationalize traffic congestion as the 

percent of a state’s IHS operating beyond design capacity.3 In addition, the paper uses the 

FHWA’s data on annual federal transfers of Highway Trust Funds to state departments of 

transportation for spending on the IHS, as well as state government expenditures on the IHS as 

the principle explanatory variables for regression analysis. Furthermore, this paper will gauge the 

differential association between public capital expenditures on the IHS, (spending to increase the 

capacity of the existing highway stock), as well as public maintenance expenditures on the IHS 

                                                 
2 The nation’s gross domestic product for 2011 published by the United States Bureau of Economic Analysis in 
current dollars was $15.09 trillion. The economic losses associated with the level of congestion on all the nation’s 
public roads amounted to .6%, or roughly 1/2% of 2011 GDP. (BEA 2011) 
3 Other definitions of congestion include the National Cooperative Highway Research Programs’ definition which 
takes traffic congestion to mean: “the traffic delay (when the flow of traffic is slowed down below reasonable 
speeds) [resulting from] the number of vehicles trying to use the road [exceeding] the traffic network’s capacity to 
handle [that many vehicles].” (National Cooperative Research Programs 2001: 7) 
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(spending to preserve the capacity of the existing highway stock), and congestion on the IHS. 

Finally, this paper incorporates state-outlays on capital expansion and maintenance projects on 

the Interstate system, financed by state taxes, to complement the analysis of the association 

between public spending for the IHS and highway congestion. 
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Background 

The 46,876 million miles of standardized roads constituting the Interstate Highway 

System (IHS) were built under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Transportation, in 

collaboration with state and municipal governments, following the passage of the 1944 Federal-

Aid Highway Act. (National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study Commission 

2007: GAO 2008) The IHS is selected as the public road network examined in this study due to 

the fact that since the 1990s, it has been the IHS that has experienced the highest levels of 

congestion out of all of the nation’s public roads. (GAO 2002) 

Although the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944 established the Interstate system, it did 

not provide specific funding mechanisms to support construction expenditures. A federal funding 

protocol for the IHS was partially codified in the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, which began 

an accelerated construction program and established a new method for apportioning funds among 

the states. (GAO 2001) The Highway Revenue Act of 1956 finalized the codification of the 

funding protocol to support the construction of the IHS. The Highway Revenue Act declared that 

revenue collected from federal taxes imposed on activity related to the use of the IHS—such as 

motor fuel purchases and motor vehicle registrations—would be credited to the Highway Trust 

Fund. National revenues collected from these federal user fees on the use of the IHS are later 

credited to the Highway Trust Fund.4  The resulting formula based funding system, established in 

1956, has been written into the U.S. Code Title 23 Sect 104 and remains in effect today.5  

                                                 
4 Specifically, excise taxes are imposed on: gasoline, diesel fuel, gasohol, truck tires, truck sales, and heavy vehicle 
use. (GAO 2011)  
5 Apportionment out of the Highway Trust Fund through the Interstate Maintenance Program is based upon three key 
factors which each receive equal weight: (a) the ratio of a state’s Interstate system lane miles relative to the nation’s 
Interstate system lane miles; (b) the ratio of the number of vehicle miles traveled on the Interstate system in a state 
relative to the number of vehicle miles traveled along the Interstate in the entire country; and (c) a state’s annual 
contribution to the Highway Account of the Highway Trust Fund attributable to commercial vehicles relative to the 
total pool of state contributions to the Highway Account of the Highway Trust Fund attributable to commercial 
vehicles. A state’s ratios for these factors multiplied by the weight of each (approximately 33.33%) are then 
multiplied against the total annual authorization for FHWA’s spending out of the Interstate Maintenance Program. 
Similar funding calculations are carried out by the FHWA to determine  how many federal dollars a state will receive 
from the Highway Trust Fund out of the National Highway System program to spend on capital improvement 
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There are three federal programs that most directly channel public revenues toward 

preserving or bolstering the operational performance of the IHS. These three programs are: the 

Interstate Maintenance Program, the National Highway System Program, and the Congestion 

Mitigation and Air Quality Control Program.6 State governments, in turn, raise highway funds 

from state issued highway user taxes, and attempt to match federal funds apportioned to them 

with revenue from state highway user fees. (GAO 2002)  

Although apportionment formulas have been codified in the U.S. Code, they do become 

the subject of moderate modification upon the passage of federal surface transportation 

authorizing bills like: the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century of 1998, and the Safe, 

Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act of 2005. In addition, Title 23 of the 

U.S. Code will change considerably if this year’s Moving Ahead for Program in the 21st Century 

surface transportation re-authorization bill successfully passes into law.7 (GAO 2006; GAO 2004)  

While federal highway funding formulas are based on criteria gauging the relative supply 

and demand of existing Interstate stock in each state—like the total number of lane miles and 

                                                                                                                                                              
activities on a state’s portion of the IHS. The FHWA takes into account four factors when determining how many 
federal dollars to apportion to states out of the Highway Trust Fund through the National Highway System program. 
These four factors are: (a) the ratio of the number of a state’s principal arterial roads (excluding the Interstate system) 
relative the number of the nation’s principal arterial roads (excluding the Interstate system); (b) the vehicle miles 
traveled on a state’s principle arterial roads (excluding those traveled on the Interstate system) relative the total 
vehicle miles traveled on the nation’s principal arterial roads (excluding those traveled on the Interstate system); (c) 
the amount of diesel fuel used on a state’s highways relative to the total amount of diesel fuel used on the nation’s 
highways; and (d) the quotient from the division of a state’s total lane miles on principal arterial roads by the state’s 
population relative to the quotient from the division of the nation’s total lane miles on principal arterial roads divided 
by the nation’s population. Finally, the federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement program takes 
into consideration the size of a state’s population residing in a “nonattainment and maintenance area”. Nonattainment 
and maintenance areas are defined in the Clean Air Act of 1990. ("Apportionment Formulas Enacted in SAFETEA-
LU") 
6 The federal government authorized about $59 billion to the National Highway System program, about $49 billion to 
the Interstate Maintenance program, and about $15 billion for the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality 
Improvement program, between 1998 and 2005. These program totals are generated by summing made the 
authorized values given to each program in the Transportation Equity for the 21st Century Act of 1998 and the Safe, 
Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act of 2005. (United States Congress) 
7 The Moving Ahead for Progress (on the House Agenda for 2012, passed in the Senate in March 14, 2012) is a  
transportation funding authorizing act that promises to consolidate all 86 programs included in traditional surface 
transportation authorizing bills into 30 programs. In particular, the Act seeks to take the National Highway System 
and the Interstate Maintenance programs and consolidate them into the National Highway Performance Program, 
allowing for funds for capital improvements and maintenance to be used interchangeably. The Congestion Mitigation 
and Air Quality Improvement Program, on the other hand, is to remain a standalone core program. (Congressional 
Research Service 2012)  
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total vehicle miles traveled corresponding to a state’s portion of the IHS—recent transportation 

authorizing legislation has included guarantees of minimum apportionment to state governments 

that effectively equalize the distribution of Highway Trust Fund resources among states.  (CBO 

2009; GAO 2011)  That is, state governments receive relatively uniform returns for each dollar in 

tax revenue they contribute to the Highway Trust Fund.  

It is important to know whether these public funding policies for the IHS have had any 

appreciable influence in counteracting the rising levels of traffic congestion on this highway 

network. If recent public spending policies have been effective at counteracting rising highway 

congestion, then efforts to maintain the competitive standing of the U.S. through future 

governmental investments in the IHS ought to entail little more than generating the added 

revenue necessary to support the amplification of present federal investment strategies. If, 

however, recent public highway investment policies have not had any appreciable association 

with reduced congestion experienced along the IHS, then, the task of renovating our public 

highway stock is surely complicated by the need for the U.S. Congress to re-formulate 

contemporary federal highway funding laws and ask state departments of transportation to do the 

same. 
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Literature Review 

The United States Congressional Budget Office attributes the causes of highway traffic to 

six primary factors: 40% of United States highway congestion results from the growth in demand 

for highways outpacing the growth in supply; traffic accidents for another 25% of congestion; 

bad weather accounts for another 15%; and work zones, poor signal timing, and other events 

account for 10%, 5%, and 5%, respectively. (Congressional Budget Office 2009:2) 

Chen et al (2001) and Small (1997) narrowed down the causes of highway congestion to 

two primary factors: insufficient supply of highway capacity to meet increasing travel demands 

by highway users, and poor publicly managed demand for highway travel. (Chen et. al. 2001; 

Small 1996) Both causes may lead to scenarios in which traffic flow along a roadway reaches a 

volume too close to true roadway capacity. According to a theory proposed by Goodwin (1996), 

when roads operate near design capacity, transient events like roadwork, unexpected weather 

conditions, special events, and accidents, can result in highway congestion.  

The literature on the management of highway demand centers around the impacts on 

highway traffic from congestion taxes. A study conducted by the Congressional Research Service 

(CRS) (2009) that reviewed the congestion pricing literature from the United States and from the 

United Kingdom through 2009, and conducted a meta-analysis of all of the findings of studies 

they CBO researchers found reputable suggested that a 10 percent increase in a congestion price 

fee was associated with a 5% decrease in the taxed roadway’s level of congestion. CRS also 

found data to suggest that a widespread implementation of congestion pricing along U.S. 

highways could reduce the amount of investment needed to maintain the highway system at its 

current levels of physical condition and operational performance by 25%. (CRS 2009: 11)   

In addition, a study conducted by Hanly, Dargay and Goodwin (2002) reported an 

association between volume of traffic and fuel price per liter. Hanly et al. contended that 

according to their analysis gave the indication that an increase of the price of fuel in the United 
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Kingdom of 10% was associated with a reduction in the volume of traffic of about 1 percentage 

point within a year. Moreover, Hanly, Dargay and Goodwin’s meta-analysis gave the indication a 

10 percent increase in the real price of fuel was associated with a reduction in the volume of 

traffic of about 3 percentage points over the long run.  

 An alternative to demand mitigation strategies for the reduction of highway congestion is 

to “build a way out of congestion” or to expand the supply of highways. (Goodwin 1997) 

However, evidence on the efficacy of such a supply side strategy is not encouraging. Using a 

panel dataset on metropolitan statistical areas and counties in California, for the years 1973 to 

1990, in a lagged time and regional fixed effects ordinary least square regression, Hansen and 

Huang (1996) examined the relationship between changes in road capacity (as measured by 

changes in the number of state highway lane miles available) and level of highway travel (as 

measured by the number of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in the state). The authors also 

controlled for population size as well as income per capita. They found that an increase in lane-

miles of 1% was associated with an immediate increase of vehicle miles traveled of .2 percentage 

points.  

 Noland (1997) conducted a similar analysis, using a time and state fixed effects regression 

model with both short-term and long-term lag configurations, and panel level data on U.S. state 

road capacity and VMT from 1984 to 1996.  Noland found that although other factors (such as 

population growth) drove changes in VMT, capacity additions (the result of capital expenditures) 

accounted for about 25% of the changes in VMT. In addition, Noland found that the elasticity 

between road capacity and VMT generally increased as the analysis was disaggregated and 

individual regressions were conducted on distinct the road types (e.g., Interstates, principle 

arterial highways, and collector roads). The addition of Interstate roads led to the largest short-

term (up to 2 years) effect on VMT, with a 1% change in highway lane miles leading to a .63 

percentage point increase in VMT.  
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Winston and Langer (2006) conducted an empirical analysis of traffic and public highway 

funding patterns across 72 major urbanized areas in the U.S., between 1986 and 1996 to answer 

the question of whether highway spending had any impact on highway congestion. They used 

data from the Federal Highway Statistics Series to measure the level of public spending on 

highway infrastructure in the selected metropolitan statistical areas, and data from the Texas 

Transportation Institute to quantify the costs of congestion in the urbanized areas under review. 

In addition, in their ordinary least squares regression analysis they controlled for population, 

weather changes, public transit system capacity, geography, percentage of trucks in a traffic 

matrix, employment levels and occupational differences. They concluded that, on average, $1 of 

highway spending in a given urban area was associated with a reduction in the congestion costs 

incurred by road users of only $0.11, annually.   

This thesis builds on previous research in three ways. First, previous studies 

operationalized highway traffic through the measure of vehicle miles traveled. This study 

operationalizes traffic congestion using one of the more precise measures of road capacity 

utilized by the FHWA: the volume/service flow ratios. Using the volume/ service flow allows for 

regression analysis to focus in on congestion more precisely, as using a measure like the number 

of vehicle miles traveled in a state to represent congestion (done in the 1996 Hansen and Huang 

study as well as the Noland 1997 study) does not provide a researcher on congestion a reliable 

estimate on the phenomenon—increases in vehicle miles traveled would have to exceed new 

highway capacity for changes to vehicle miles traveled to result in congestion. Second, previous 

studies measured highway spending on traffic congestion from the mid-80s to the late 1990s; this 

paper uses data on highway spending and highway capacity from 1999-2008. Finally, previous 

work has not sought to assess whether capital or maintenance expenditures on the Interstate have 

a higher association with reduced/increased Interstate congestion, as this thesis does.  
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Conceptual Framework 

The FHWA’s Highway Performance Management System (HPMS) measures roadway 

congestion using the volume/service flow capacity ratio (v/sf) (see Fig 1). (FHWA 2002) In its 

essence, the v/sf ratio measures peak hour highway congestion by comparing the number of 

vehicles, or volume, traveling in a single lane in an hour, with the saturation flow, the 

hypothetical maximum amount of vehicles that could use the lane in any given hour. (FHWA 

2002) This ratio is calculated as follows: 

 

Fig 1. The Federal Highway Administration’s Equation for Calculating Highway Congestion 

 
   Volume        =                                                                 (Average Annual Daily Travel * K Factor)__________________________   
Service Flow            (Base Capacity*Peak Hour Factor* N * Adjustment for heavy vehicles*Adjustment for driver population) 

 

 

Volume: 

Average Annual Daily Travel= Total traffic counted for the year divided by 365 

K Factor= the proportion of AADT taking place during the design hour--the 30th  

                   highest hourly traffic volume for the year. The K-factor allows for the  

         conversion from a peak hour volume to a daily volume.  

 

Service Flow: 

Base Capacity= Passenger cars per hour on all lanes 

Peak Hour Factor= Meant to account for variations in traffic flow within an hour. It is an  

ratio scale measure dependent on a previously calculated volume/capacity 

ratio for given category of road (0.92 for urban facilities and 0.88 for rural 

facilities). 

    N= Number of one directional lanes 

Adjustment for Heavy Vehicles= Is based on calculating passenger-car equivalents for  

trucks and buses. 

Adjustment Factor for Driver Population= Is a set number to indicate the level of  

familiarity drivers have with a given roadway network.  

(FHWA 2002) 
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Hypotheses 

 

Basic economic theory suggests that an expansion of existing roadway capacity through 

capital investment projects, or the expansion of roadway capacity due to a maintenance project’s 

ability to improve roadway conditions, should decrease highway congestion. However, 

transportation economists have developed a theory of induced travel that under empirical tests 

indicates increases in highway capacity actually lead to increases in highway congestion. (Noland 

and Lem 2002;  Goodwin, Hass-Klau, and Cairns 1998; Small 1997; Goodwin 1996)  According 

to the theory of induced travel, otherwise known as the Downs-Thomas paradox, the expansion of 

highway capacity unlocks latent demand for highway travel (travel which was not realized due to 

motorists’ aversion to perceived highway congestion’s opportunity costs); while the theory of 

induced travel demand suggests that increases in highway capacity, whether due to capital 

expansion or highway maintenance spending, will lead to increases in highway congestion—

increases in highway congestion are contingent upon induced highway volume exceeding newly 

developed highway capacity. (Noland 2001) 

Capital expansion projects can have the effect of expanding lane width or a highway’s 

base capacity. An increase in base capacity allows more cars to pass through a given road. If base 

capacity increases faster than highway volume as measured by Average Annual Daily Travel, the 

net result could be to increase the overall service flow a highway could support and a decrease 

the highway’s v/sf flow ratio. If, however, the Downs-Thomas paradox held true, initial increases 

in Interstate highway base capacity could set off increases in highway volume that surpassed 

highway service flow capacity, even taking into account a highway’s newly incorporated base 

capacity. The net result of the Downs-Thomas paradox holding true is an increase in a highway’s 

v/sf ratio. 
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Maintenance projects can increase base capacity if the process of resurfacing, restoring, or 

reconstructing roads lead to improvements in service flow. At the same, however, the removal of 

square mileage along a highway segment to carry out maintenance activities might also lead to 

decreases in the base capacity if maintenance projects reduce the physical space for vehicular 

movement.  

In sum, it is difficult to accurately hypothesize the direction in which a given type of 

highway spending may influence highway congestion prior to the execution of empirical analysis. 

This paper, then, now moves on to discuss the econometric methods used for the present analysis 

of linkages between governmental investment in the Interstate Highway Network and Interstate 

traffic congestion. 
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Data and Methods 

This section describes the dataset, measures, and fixed effects regression model used to 

examine the relationship between federal funding of state highway systems and miles of 

congested highways. This thesis uses a panel dataset comprised of state-level highway 

transportation data for nine years—1999 through 2008—in a time, and state, fixed effects 

regression analysis.8 A fixed effects model allows one to control for unobserved yet time-

invariant state characteristics possibly affecting the level of federal and state government 

investment in states’ highway systems and changes to the percentage of states’ Interstate 

highways operating above capacity.  

The dataset’s dependent variable, the percent of a state’s Interstate Highway System 

operating above design capacity levels, is built from FHWA’s records of state government reports 

on the number of miles of their IHS operating above design capacity levels.9 Information to build 

all of the dataset’s key independent variables—the amount of federal revenues disbursed by the 

FHWA from the Highway Trust Fund to state governments via the National Highway System, 

Interstate Maintenance, and Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Control programs—is also 

data recorded and made publicly available by the FHWA’s Office of Highway Policy Information 

(OHPI). In addition, the paper gathers information on important controls for time varying 

differences between 1999 and 2008 that might have been correlated with IHS spending levels and 

IHS congestion. These controls include: (I) total lane miles of Interstate highways in a state 

jurisdiction, (ii) total vehicle miles traveled in state, (iii) total state government spending on mass 

transit systems, (iv) percentage of trucks registered in a state out of total vehicles registered, (v) 

total fatalities on a state’s Interstate highways per year, (vi) annual average price of motor fuel 

(vii) share of the working population employed in the transportation, utilities, or manufacturing 

                                                 
8 I exclude data from 1997 from the analysis because data for that year were not readily available on FHWA’s 
website. 
9 As measured by volume/service flow ratios greater than .80. (FHWA 2011) 
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sectors, (viii) per capita income, and (ix) percent of the population that is unemployed. Finally, 

state population sizes are used as analytic weights throughout the following calculations. 

 
Variables 

 
 
(1) Dependent Variable 
 
Percent of Interstate Highways Congested 
 

The paper’s dependent variable is a measure of congestion used by the Federal Highway 

Administration. The degree to which a given road network is operating above capacity is 

determined by an engineering equation (see Fig 1) which calculates a volume/service flow ratio 

during a peak travel time period for a given portion of a road. The Federal Highway 

Administration reports information on the number of miles of highway within states that are at 

low, medium, high, and exceedingly high capacity levels. This paper only uses information on the 

number of roads that are operating at high or exceedingly high capacity levels—that is, beyond 

0.80 volume/service flow ratios. I summed all of a state’s Interstate network miles with 

volume/service ratios above 0.80 and then divided that sum by the total number of miles 

comprising a state’s IHS. That calculation provided me the percentage of a state’s IHS that was 

operating above design capacity per year. 

 
 
(2) Key Independent Variables 
 
(i) Federal Capital Spending on Interstate through the National Highway System Program 

Annual federal expenditures on the IHS through the NHS funding program are used as a 

measure of the capital expenses the federal government undertakes—expenses that are for 

highway construction project that in one way or another add lane mileage to a highway segment. 

In 2005, the total allotment for the program was $5.9 billion. The yearly expenditures the FHWA 

makes to 50 U.S. states from the NHS program are recorded by the Office of Policy and 
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Governmental Affairs at the FHWA and made public in the office’s annual Highway Statistics 

Series report.  

 

(ii) Federal Maintenance Spending on Interstate through the Interstate Maintenance Program 

Federal expenditures on Interstate Highway System maintenance projects are captured in 

the amount of money the federal government transfers to states through the Interstate 

Maintenance Program for the years 1999 through 2008. This program provides funding for those 

projects that either: resurface, restore, rehabilitate, or reconstruct routes along the Interstate 

System. In 2005, for example, the total allotment for the program was $4.9 billion. (FHWA 2011) 

(FHWA 2011) Annual expenditures made by the federal government to all state governments out 

of this program are published in the FHWA Highway Statistic Series Report every year. 

 

(iii) Federal Congestion Mitigation Spending on Interstate through the Congestion Mitigation Air 

Quality Improvement Program 

Annual federal transfers to states for projects designed to reduce transportation related 

carbon, ozone and particulate matter emissions, are made out of the FHWA’s Congestion 

Mitigation Air Quality Improvement program. In 2005, the total allotment for the program was 

$1.7 billion. (FHWA 2011) This spending information is also available in the Federal Highway 

Statistics Series reports produced by FHWA. 

 

(iv) Total Federal Capital, Maintenance and Congestion Mitigation Expenditures on Interstate 

Highways  

Total federal expenditures on the NHS are calculated by summing the values that the 

federal government expends on the Interstate Maintenance Program, the National Highway 
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System, and the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement programs.10 This 

information is also available in the Federal Highway Statistics Series reports produced by 

FHWA. 

 

(v) General State-level Capital and Maintenance Outlays on Interstate Highways  

A state government’s own spending on portions of the Interstate system, financed by the 

inflow of state user fees for use of public highways, forms the last key independent variable. 

These data are reported by the FHWA in their annual Highway Statistics Series Report. 

 

(3) Control Variables 

The model also includes a number of supplementary independent variables to control for 

economic and demographic characteristics.  

 

(i) States’ Miles by Lane Width on Interstate 

This measure is a continuous variable that attempts to control for the extent of a 

preexisting highway stock in any given state.11 It is plausible that states with highway systems 

that have high vehicle capacity—systems with many highway lane miles—may receive greater 

funding for highway support from the federal government. 12  In addition, these same states might 

according to the theory of induced travel have more congestion on their highways. This 

information is made available in the Federal Highway Statistics Series reports produced by 

FHWA. 

                                                 
10 All remaining programs are excluded from this analysis as they include funding for surface transportation outside 
of the federal highway system. 
11 Lane miles are the number of lanes in a mile of road. For example, a four-lane road, two miles long, would equal 
eight lane miles. (GAO 2002) 
12 In fact this is the case, as the legislative formula that determines highway dollar apportionments for states includes 
existing highway mileage as a determinant for funding; the more mileage a state reports the more funding a state 
receives. (Kirk 2004) 
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(ii) States’ Total Vehicle Miles Traveled 

Total vehicle miles traveled measures the amount of ridership along federally aided 

highways a given State experiences in any given year. The greater the ridership, the more likely 

the federal government is to expend public revenue on a state’s highway system. In addition, the 

greater the ridership in a state, the higher the likelihood of congested highways. This information 

is made available in the Federal Highway Statistics Series reports produced by FHWA. 

 

(iii) States’ Total Transit Spending 

The amount of money a state spends on its transit system per year is also reported by the 

FHWA in its annual Highway Statistics Series report. The amount of money a state expends on 

its mass transit network might have a negative correlation with federal expenditure on a state’s 

Interstate highways—the more money a state government spends on its mass transit network, the 

lower the amount of its own tax revenue it has available to spend on its Interstate network. In 

addition, the more money a state spends on its mass transit network, the lower the demand for 

travel on public roads in a state; and due to the nature of the federal IHS funding process, the 

lower a state’s contributions to the Highway Trust Fund, and consequently the lower a state’s 

federal allowance for IHS expenditures made from Highway Trust Fund. Furthermore, the greater 

the demand for mass transit, the lower the congestion along the Interstate network, due to the 

decreased demand for highway travel. Thus, the omission of a variable to control for government 

spending on mass transit networks, may result in a positive bias in the regression coefficient 

quantifying the relationship between NHS capital improvement as well as Interstate maintenance 

spending and highway congestion. This information is made available in the Federal Highway 

Statistics Series reports produced by FHWA. 
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(iv) Percent of States’ Vehicle Registrations Made Out to Truck Drivers 

Whether a given roadway network is utilized by trucks and other large vehicles can have 

influence over the degree of congestion existing along an Interstate network and can have an 

influence over the level of money a given state receives from the FHWA’s Highway Trust Fund. 

If a state has a lot of trucks in its traffic matrix, then the state is more likely to experience 

congestion than if it had fewer trucks in its traffic matrix. In addition, the more trucks a state has 

in its traffic matrix, the more truck-registration originated revenues a state will pay into the 

Highway Trust Fund, and therefore, the more money a state might receive from FHWA 

allocations. The omission of the variable measuring and controlling for the share of a state’s 

traffic matrix comprised of registered trucks would have resulted in a positive bias on the 

correlation coefficient on FHWA NHS and Interstate Maintenance programs. This information is 

made available in the Federal Highway Statistics Series reports produced by FHWA. 

 

(v) Total Fatalities Along Interstate Highways 

The number of annual fatalities along an interstate is included as a rough proxy 

measurement for a given Interstate segment’s propensity for traffic accidents. If a state’s 

Interstate system experiences more fatalities in a given year it is possible that particular state 

might experience higher accident-related congestion along its highways, than states with a low 

number of fatalities that occur on its Interstate system. In addition, a state with a large number of 

fatalities might also petition federal government officials to allocate more money toward their 

SDOT in order to modify or repair highway segments which might be contributing to highway 

fatalities. This data is also published in the FHWA’s Highway Statistics Series annual report. 
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(vi) State Average Gas Price 

The higher the price of gasoline, the lower the demand for gasoline and the lower a state’s 

revenues from gasoline taxes—thus the lower the pool of federal resources in the Highway Trust 

Fund, and likely the lower the funding a state can receive for its Interstate Highway System. In 

addition, the higher the price of gasoline, the lower the demands for motor vehicle travel. 

Consequently, increases in the price of gasoline might be negatively correlated with Interstate 

traffic. Omission of a variable to control for the price of gasoline within a state would produce a 

positive bias on the regression coefficient on our key variables measuring government 

expenditures on American IHS. I extract average gas price data from the Energy Information 

Administration (EIA) State Energy Data (SED) database, which provides information and data 

products on energy production, stocks, demand, imports, exports, and prices to inform policy-

making and market performance. (U.S. Energy Information Administration) 

 

 (vi) State Percent of Population Employed in Transportation or Manufacturing Occupations 

Data on the level of employment in manufacturing, trade, and transportation or utilities 

sectors as well as levels of unemployment, by state come from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ 

(BLS) Current Employment Statistics. BLS collects data on market activity, working conditions, 

and price changes that effect the U.S. economy. (U.S. Department of Labor) The share of the 

population employed in the manufacturing and transportation sectors might serve as a proxy for 

the level of blue-collar or unionized labor undertaken in states’ economy. The omission of this 

variable might have caused a positive bias in the correlation coefficient, as an increase in the 

share of the population employed in manufacturing and transportation industries might have a 

greater need for Interstate highway travel and thus might produce increased congestion. In 

addition, increased lobbying by industries that depend on blue-collar workers (e.g. 

manufacturing) to build more roads and reduce transaction costs for passenger and freight might 
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result in greater federal and state expenditures on Interstate capital and maintenance 

improvements.  

 

(vii) State Per Capital Income  

There is a possibility that state residents with higher incomes will have a greater facility 

for Interstate highway travel, due to residents’ ability to absorb opportunity costs of travel along 

congested roadways. Governments of states with high per capita incomes might feel popular 

pressure to invest heavily in the highway network. Thus, states with higher per capita incomes 

might see both greater expenditures for the highway stock and greater highway congestion. The 

omission of this variable might therefore have upwardly bias the true regression coefficient on 

this paper’s key independent variables. Estimates of per capita income are extracted from the 

Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The BEA’s Regional Economic Accounts program 

produces detailed data on regional production, consumption, and investment, primarily by 

national, state and metropolitan areas.  

(Bureau of Economic Analysis 2011) 

 

(viii) State Level of Unemployment  

The higher the unemployment rate the lower the amount of traffic on the Interstate 

resulting from the transport of goods and services, and consequently the lower the amount of 

revenues a state might contribute to the Highway Trust Fund, and consequently the lower the 

amount of allocations a state receives from the Highway Trust Fund.  The omission of this 

variable might have lead to a positive bias on the thesis’ key explanatory variables. These data on 

the level of unemployment in a state were extracted from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) 

Current Employment Statistics. 
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Regression Model Specification 

To tease out the nuances in the relationship between federal highway financing and state-

level Interstate highway congestion in my fixed effects regression model, I divide one of my key 

independent variables, federal spending on states’ Interstate highways, in six different ways. In 

the first regression, I simply add all three federal spending programs and the two state Interstate 

spending programs as key independent variables (Table 2 Reg 1). This specification allows me to 

gauge the individual association between each funding stream (federal capital expenditures made 

through the federal National Highway System program, federal maintenance expenditures made 

through the federal Interstate Maintenance program, federal congestion mitigation made through 

the Congestion Mitigation Air Quality Improvement program, general state capital expenditures 

on the IHS and state maintenance expenditures on the IHS) and the percent of traffic congestion 

experienced along a state’s Interstate system for a given year. 

 

Figure 2: Base Regression Specification 

(1) PercntIntrsteCongest = β0 + β1FedIntrsteCapitalExpend,it + β2 FedIntrsteMaintenanceExpend,it +     

β3FedIntrsteCongMitExpend+ β4StateCapExpend,it + 

β5StateMainExpend,it + Β6MilesofLaneWidth,it + Β7StateTransitSpend,it 

+ Β8TotVhclMlsTraveled,it + Β9PercentTrucksinState,it + Β10AveGasP,it 

+ Β11SharePopEmplyManuf&Transp,it +B12Unemployment,it +          

B13 PercapitaInc,it + B14 TotFatality,it + αit + γ it + ei t 

 

For my second regression, I sum all federal and state expenditures on capital projects for 

the Interstate into one Total Capx variable. I also sum all federal and state maintenance spending 

on the Interstate into one Total Opex variable. (Table 2 Reg 2) This second specification allows 

me to assess the aggregate association that all federal and state funding on capital and 

maintenance activity on the IHS has with Interstate traffic congestion. 
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For my third regression, I sum all federal Interstate spending into one variable and state 

Interstate spending into another variable and regress my key dependent variable on my principle 

regressors and my control variables. (Table 2 Reg 3) This specification allows me to appreciate 

the difference in the association between total federal originated funding of the Interstate and 

Interstate congestion and total state level funding of the Interstate and Interstate traffic. 

For my fourth regression, I simply collapse all federal and state spending on the Interstate 

into one variable. (Table 2 Reg 4) This is to give me an aggregate understanding of the 

relationship between all federal and state level annual funding of the Interstate and its degree of 

traffic congestion.  

My fifth regression is simply my second regression with a one-year lag. Lagging my 

spending variables in that regression allows me to account for the fact that although money may 

have been disbursed for use on the IHS in a given year, projects to which that money might have 

been directed (capital or maintenance in nature), would likely not reach completion until more 

than a year after such publicly funded projects were disbursed. In other words, lagging my 

independent variable adds another dimension to the inter-temporal analysis being conducted with 

a fixed effects method. My final regression is another lagged regression. In regression six my key 

independent variable—the sum of all annual federal and state spending on the IHS—has a one-

year lag.  
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Results 

Descriptive Results 

As shown in Table 1, the average share of a state’s Interstate Highway System operating 

above capacity between 1999 and 2008 was 21% with a 14 percentage point standard deviation. 

The minimum number of miles operating above capacity was 0, which occurred in the highly 

rural northwestern states such as Wyoming. The maximum share of a state’s Interstate highways 

operating above capacity was 66%, which occurred in states located along the northeastern 

corridor.  

In addition, between 1999 and 2008, the weighted annual average federal capital and 

maintenance expenditures on the Interstate highway system—allocated through the FHWA’s 

capital (National Highway System) and maintenance (Interstate Maintenance) programs—were 

$113 million and $72 million, respectively. The standard deviations for these apportionment 

amounts were notably high: $140 million and $58 million for the National Highway System, and 

Interstate Maintenance programs, respectively. The weighted annual average federal expenditure 

on states’ congestion mitigation activities (made out of the Congestion Mitigation Air Quality 

Improvement program) was $41 million. 

 The average annual state government capital expenditure (that is, again, state tax funded 

spending) between 1999 and 2008, on the Interstate network was $614 million—roughly six 

times the $113 million average annual federal transfer of NHS program funds to states. Interstate 

maintenance outlays made by state governments were considerably lower than states’ Interstate 

capital outlays. At an average of $74 million of maintenance outlays expended by a state 

government, state spending on Interstate maintenance programs roughly matched federal 

expenditures on Interstate maintenance activities. 

Finally, the average price of gas was $15 per British thermal unit. Trucks constituted an 

average of 40% of all state-registered vehicles. The average annual number of vehicle miles that 
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motorists traveled throughout a state’s Interstate network was 28,472, with a minimum amount of 

total vehicle miles traveled of 1,253 and a maximum amount of vehicle miles traveled of 89,782. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Mean 
Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum 

PercntIntrsteCongesti 21% 14% 0% 66% 

FedIntrsteCapitalExpendii 113 140 0 1,167 

FedIntrsteMaintenanceExpendii 72 58 2 305 

FedIntrsteCongMitExpendii 41 46 0 240 

 StateCapExpendii 614 495 5 2,257 

StateMaintExpendii 74 71 0 319 

 TotCapxIntrsteii 719 498 34 2,260 

TotOpexIntrsteii 145 86 2 413 

TotFedExpendIntrsteii 367 285 15 1,471 

TotStateExpendIntrsteii 688 547 13 2,280 

Fed&StateExpendIntrsteii 562 574 50 3,489 

MilesofLaneWidth 276 250 12 1,178 

StateTransitSpendii 1,837 2,608 1 11,323 

TotVhclMlsTraveled 28,472 23,153 1,253 89,782 

PercntTrucksinState 41% 8% 22% 64% 

AveGasP 15 5 8 30 

SharePopEmplyManuf&Transp 0% 0% 0% 1% 

Unemployment 5% 1% 2% 8% 
 PerCapitaInc  31,709 6,231 20,053 66,316 

TotFatality 209 196 5 677 

N=450 

i Indicates the variable is scaled from 0 to 1 in dataset. 

ii Indicates the variable is scaled to represent million-dollar units. 
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Three Key Regression Results 

 

The results to this paper’s regression analysis provide a snapshot of the association 

between federal and state spending on the IHS and congestion in the short run. By and large, the 

results seem to reinforce logical predictions of the relationship between capital spending as well 

as maintenance spending and IHS congestion. However, the vast majority of the control variables 

included in the regression model failed to demonstrate a statistically significant correlation with 

IHS congestion. It is likely the relative lack of statistical significance of the control variables and 

the lack of strength in the magnitude of the regression coefficients for the paper’s key 

independent variables were due to the fact that this study only asses a nine year time series of 

public IHS infrastructure spending data and IHS congestion, which over the course of time 

examined, exhibited less than desirable variation in congestion levels. The following is a more 

elaborated discussion on the details of this paper’s regression analysis results. 

 

 (I) Capital expenditures found to have a negative relationship with Interstate congestion, 

Maintenance Expenditures found to have a positive relationship with congestion. 

 

The first specification of my regression model (Reg 1 in Table 2)—in which variables 

measuring the funding from two federal accounts (capital spending along the National Highway 

System and the maintenance spending on the Interstate Maintenance programs) were included as 

separate key regressors—was able to produce statistically significant results. This first 

specification suggests that a doubling of the average federal capital expenditure disbursed out of 

the Highway Trust Fund to states out of the National Highway System program (from $113 

million to $226 million) was associated with a half a percentage point decrease in the proportion 
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of a state’s highway network operating above capacity  (113 *-.00005=.0057);13 In other words, a 

100% increase in the amount of funding for average annual federal capital spending on states’ 

Interstate highways would produce a half percentage point decrease in Interstate congestion. A 

1/2% percentage point decrease in average percent of state IHSs operating with congestion is 

approximately equal to a 2% change in the 22% average percent of state IHSs operating above 

design levels between 1999 and 2008. ((22-21.5)/22=.0227) 14 

This negative relationship between federal capital spending on the Interstate system and 

highway congestion holds when regressing Interstate congestion on states’ capital expenditures 

on that particular highway network. (Reg 1 Table 2) Notably, a doubling of the average annual 

state capital expenditures on the Interstate (614*-.00002=.0123) is associated with a 1 percentage 

point reduction in Interstate congestion.15 That is, a 100% increase in average annual state tax 

funded capital expenditures on the IHS was associated with a 5% reduction in average annual 

percent of states’ IHSs operating above capacity levels.  

 Aggregated capital expenditures on the Interstate highway system—measures of federal 

as well state funding for added construction along the Interstate Highway System—denoted as 

Total Capex, generated a negative correlation between capital spending and Interstate traffic 

congestion (Reg 2 Table 2); this negative relationship is similar to the negative correlation 

observed in the regression focused exclusively on Interstate congestion and its relationship with 

federal capital improvement spending on the IHS (Reg 1 Table 2). A doubling of Total Capex 

(going from $716 million to $1.4 billion total annual federal and state capital expenditures on the 

IHS) was associated with a 2 percentage point reduction in congestion (716*-.00003=-.0216). In 

other words, at 100% annual increase in total federal and state capital improvement spending on 

                                                 
13 The average annual federal capital expenditure on states’ Interstate highway systems number was extracted from 
that variable’s descriptive statistics on Table 1. 
14 The average annual percent of state IHSs operating above capacity levels can be found on Table 1. 
15 The average annual state capital expenditure on states’ Interstate highway systems was extracted from that 
variable’s descriptive statistics on Table 1. 
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the IHS is associated with a 9% reduction in average annual percent of states’ IHS experiencing 

traffic congestion. All federal spending on the Interstate (capital, maintenance and congestion 

mitigation) collapsed into one variable had no statistically significant association with a reduction 

in IHS congestion. (Reg 3 Table 2) 

 Average annual federal expenditures on the maintenance of the IHS suggested a positive 

association between federal maintenance spending on the IHS and congestion. A doubling of 

average annual federal disbursements made to states for maintenance projects on the IHS (going 

from an average annual federal expenditure of $72 million on states’ IHS maintenance to a $144 

average annual federal expenditure on states’ IHS maintenance projects) was associated with 1 

percentage point, or 5% increase in average annual percent of states’ IHS experiencing 

congestion.16 State tax funded maintenance expenditures on the IHS exhibited no statistically 

significant correlation with Interstate congestion. Aggregated maintenance expenditures—Total 

Opex—demonstrated a positive relationship with Interstate congestion (Reg 2 Table 2); the 

positive relationship Interstate vehicular congestion and total Interstate maintenance spending 

exhibited in Regression 2 is similar to the relationship federal expenditures on Interstate 

maintenance projects exhibited in Regression 1 (Table 2).  A 100% increase in aggregated federal 

and state expenditures on Interstate maintenance projects generated a 9% increase in the percent 

of a states’ IHS experiencing vehicular congestion.17 (145*.00013=.0189). (Reg 2 Table 2) All 

state spending on the Interstate (capital, maintenance) collapsed into one variable had a 

statistically significant association with a reduction in IHS congestion. A 100% increase in all 

state IHS spending was associated with a 9% decrease in the percent of state’s IHS operating 

above capacity per year.18 (562*-.00002=.0169) (Reg 3 Table 2) 

                                                 
16 The average annual amount of taxpayer money the federal government disbursed to states for the maintenance of 
the IHS from the Highway Trust Fund is listed in Table 1. 
17 Average annual aggregate federal and state maintenance spending on the IHS can be found on Table 1.  
18 Average total state spending on the IHS is listed in Table 1.  
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Table 2. Time and State Fixed Effects Regression Results19 

                                                 
19 *Denotes the coefficient is significant at the 10% level.  
    **Denotes the coefficient is significant at the 5% level. 
 

Dependent Variable: Percent of Interstate Congested 

Independent Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 

FedCapitalExpend 
-0.00005* 

(.00003) -- -- -- -- -- 

FedMaintenaceExpend 

.00018** 
(.00006) -- -- -- -- -- 

FedCongMitExpend 
.00015 

(.00014) -- -- -- -- -- 

StateCapExpend 
-.00002* 
(.00001) -- -- -- -- -- 

StateMaintExpend 
.00003 

(.00008) -- -- -- -- -- 

TotCapxIntrste -- 
-.00003** 
(.00001) -- -- -- -- 

TotOpexIntrste -- 
.00013** 
(.00005) -- -- -- -- 

TotCapx1YearLag -- -- -- -- 
-.00003** 
(.00001) -- 

TotOpex1YearLag -- -- -- -- 
.00008* 
(.00004) -- 

TotFedExpendIntrste -- -- 
-.00001 
(.00003) -- -- -- 

TotStateExpendIntrste -- -- 
-.00002** 
(.00001) -- -- -- 

Fed&StateExpendIntrste -- -- -- 
-.00002 
(.00001) -- -- 

Fed&StateExpendIntrste1YrLag -- -- -- -- -- 
-.00003** 
(.00001) 

MilesofLaneWidth 
.00000 
(.0000) 

.00000 
(.00000) 

.00000 
(.00000) 

.00000 
(.00001) 

 
.00001 

(.00001) 
.00001 

(.00001) 

StateTransitSpend 

.00001 
(.00001) 

.00001 
(.00001) 

 .00000 
(.00000) 

.00000 
(.00001) 

.00000 
(.00001) 

.00001 
(.00001) 

TotVhclMlsTraveled 
.00001** 
(.00000) 

.00001** 
(.00000) 

.00001** 
.00000 

.00001** 
(.00000) 

.00001 
(.00000) 

.00001** 
(.00000) 

PercntTrucksinState 
-.145622 
(.13554) 

-.13432 
(.13495) 

-.14279 
(.13627) 

-.14569 
(.13592) 

-.11567 
(.13689) 

-.06328 
(.13613) 

AveGasP 
-.00225 
(.00319) 

-.00252 
(.00318) 

-.00161 
(.00319) 

-.00160 
(.00319) 

.00091 
(.00285) 

.00097 
(.00279) 

SharePopEmplyManuf&Transp 

-5.02336 
(7.13210) 

-5.00969 
(7.13031) 

-4.77661 
(7.18271) 

-4.78974 
(7.17470) 

-3.73508 
(5.9383) 

-4.02557 
(.00000) 

Unemployment 
.30578 

(.23468) 
.34542 

(.23355) 
.36937 

(.23528) 
.36632 

(.23489) 
-.28822 
(.20892) 

-.23870 
(.20632) 

PerCapitaInc 
.00000** 
(.00000) 

.00000** 
(.000000) 

.00000 
(.00001) 

.00000 
(.00000) 

.00000 
(.00000) 

.00000 
(.00000) 

TotFatality 
.00013 

(.00010) 
.00011 

(.00001) 
.00010 

(.00010) 
.00011 

(.00009) 
.00012 

(.00011) 
.00009 

(.00010) 
R2

 0.1849 0.1758 0.1875 0.1868 0.1557 0.1523 
n 450 450 450 450 450 450 
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Furthermore, the direction and the general magnitude of the association between total 

federal and state spending on Interstate capital expansion and total federal and state spending on 

IHS maintenance programs remained fairly constant after adding a year long lag to the regression 

model. Total capital expenditures with a year lag were associated with a 2 percentage point 

reduction in average annual Interstate congestion (716*-.00003=.0216).   (Reg 5 Table 2) And, 

total maintenance expenditures were associated with a 1 percentage point increase in average 

annual congestion on the Interstate (145*.00008=0.0116).(Reg 5 Table 2)  

 All federal and state spending on the Interstate without a year long lag (Reg 4 Table 2) 

produced no statistically significant correlation with IHS congestion. All federal and state 

spending on the Interstate with a year long lag, however, was found to have a negative 

association with IHS congestion. A 100% increase in the average annual federal and state 

expenditure on the IHS ($562 million to $1.1 billion) is associated with 9% decrease in the 

average percent of a state’s IHS operative above design capacity (562*-.00003=.0169).20         

(Reg 6 Table 2) 

 

 (II) Many control variables literature suggested would have a significant relationship with 

Interstate congestion demonstrated no such relationship 

 

 In my regression analysis, many of the variables which the literature on highway 

economics suggested would have a significant or appreciable relationship with Interstate 

congestion levels did not in fact seem to generate such relationships in my regression analysis. In 

particular, variables such as per capita income did not have a substantial effect on congestion 

                                                 
20 The average annual aggregate federal and state spending on the IHS can be found on Table 1. 
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levels. An increase in per capita income of about $10,000 was found to be associated with a .001 

percentage point increase in Interstate congestion in Regression 1 for example.21 

 The number of total lane miles of an Interstate network also failed to produce a 

statistically significant association with the percent of Interstate roads operating beyond design 

capacity levels. However, the negative direction of the association between Interstate lane miles 

and Interstate congestion did follow the direction of the correlation between highway supply and 

highway congestion published in the literature. That is, greater highway capacity was found to be 

associated with decreased highway congestion—thus, failing to substantiate the existence of the 

induced travel demand or the Downs-Thomas paradox in my dataset.  

State expenditures on substitute government-subsidized services for Interstate transport, 

namely mass transit systems, had no correlation with the level of congestion on a state’s Interstate 

network. However, the direction of the correlation between transit spending and Interstate 

congestion followed the anticipated pattern: increased transit spending was negatively associated 

with Interstate congestion.  

 A more surprising finding is the lack of significant correlation between the share of trucks 

that constitute a state’s motor vehicle stock and the percent of Interstate roads in state operating 

above their capacity. My findings suggest that the sign of the regression coefficient for the share 

of registered trucks out of all a state’s registered vehicles reinforced the findings of previous 

highway congestion research in transportation policy: the greater the share of a state’s registered 

vehicles made up by trucks, the greater the percentage of a state’s Interstate network operating 

above design capacity levels. 

 

 

                                                 
21 Table 2 includes coefficients for per capita income that have been rounded to six decimal places. The original 
coefficients were  .000000109 if rounded to the nine decimal places. 
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(III) Variation in dependent variable—percent of Interstate operating above capacity—was 

almost entirely captured by state and time fixed effect dummies 

 

 The lack of significant association between Interstate congestion and certain independent 

variables as well as control variables in this analysis, and surprisingly signed regression 

coefficients for some control variables, is likely due to the fact that variation in the dependent 

variable was almost entirely explained by state and time fixed effect dummies.22 A simple 

ordinary least squares equation regressing the percent of a state’s Interstate network operating 

above capacity on 50 state dummies as well as nine year dummies produced an R2 value of .8981.  

Thus, invariant characteristics corresponding to states and the years for which this analysis is 

conducted explain roughly 90% of the variation of the fluctuations in congestion levels. These 

findings seem to indicate that additional spending data from years prior to 1999 would have to be 

included in future evaluation of Federal Highway Administration funding of the Interstate 

system, in order to more reliably capture the relationship between government investment in the 

Interstate Highway System and Interstate congestion and in particular variation in the percent of a 

state’s Interstate network operation above capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
22 The key independent variables that did not produce statistically significant results were: federal congestion 
mitigation, state maintenance, total federal expenditures on the Interstate, and federal and state expenditures on the 
Interstate without a year lag. (See regressions 1, 3, and 4 on Table 2) 
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Conclusion 

Three Limitations of the Present Study 

          There is likely omitted variable bias at play serving to dilute the magnitude of the 

regression coefficients found to be significant. This paper did not account for the influence state 

level politics or time variant climate conditions had over Interstate traffic. However, it is difficult 

to predict the direction of the bias of these omissions as infrastructure spending is largely a bi-

partisan issue, and it is unclear whether the direction of the correlation between a Republican 

control of state government and infrastructure spending is positive or negative. Moreover, it is 

unclear whether the correlation between a Republican or Democratic government and Interstate 

congestion is positive or negative. The omission of a variable controlling for inclement weather 

conditions on the other hand is likely producing a positive bias on the regression coefficient 

between Interstate congestion and public maintenance spending on the highway system. This is 

because inclement weather is likely positively associated with both money spent on maintenance 

improvements and traffic congestion; it is not clear what kind of relationship inclement weather 

conditions have with public capital expenditures on the Interstate—thus the omitted variable bias 

in this scenario is ambiguous.  

             Another obvious limitation in this study’s methodology is the relatively limited number 

of years of data being analyzed. With a larger dataset, there exists the possibility that the standard 

errors of the regression coefficients on my control variables might have been smaller, thus 

allowing for the association between these variables and my dependent variable to become more 

significant. Moreover, a longer time series might facilitate a regression analysis with additional 

lags on the effect of public capital and maintenance spending on state Interstate highways. 

         Finally, a future version of this study would benefit from a conversion of the key dependent 

variable from percent of network experiencing congestion to economic costs of increased 
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congestion. Such a conversion would facilitate more policy-relevant cost-benefit analysis on the 

returns to federal expenditures on the nation’s Interstate highway network. 

 

Discussion 

         Notwithstanding its limitations, my study’s empirical results do produce the beginning of 

policy-relevant conclusions. Firstly, capital spending by the FHWA, and state departments of 

transportation, was found to have a negative relationship with Interstate traffic congestion in this 

study’s short-run analysis—and this negative relationship held against different sensitivity tests. 

Maintenance investments on the other hand, were found to have a positive relationship with 

traffic congestion. Taken together these statistically significant results are exactly what real world 

experience driving on the Interstate Highways would have any taxpayer expect—capital 

improvements to the Interstate that add lanes, or by other means expand highway capacity, will 

likely reduce congestion by decreasing the size of peak hour traffic congestion relative to service 

flow. Maintenance projects on the other hand, more often than not, directly reduce the capacity of 

a highway while resurfacing, reconstruction, or restoration of a highway is taking place. 

Therefore, for the relatively short time period this study assess, maintenance projects on the IHS 

cause highway capacity to contract relative to peak hour traffic congestion. It is possible that with 

a much longer time series, regression analysis could produce a negative relationship between 

public spending on the maintenance of the IHS and IHS congestion.    

            In addition, my empirical results suggest that returns on the investment of federal dollars 

toward capital expansion projects for the Interstate highway network might be greater than 

returns produced by state investments in such projects. This assertion is made out of the 

observation that a doubling of average federal spending on the Interstate by the FHWA was 

associated with a 2 percentage point reduction in Interstate congestion; meanwhile a doubling of 

an average state-level spending on Interstate capital outlays, which was approximately six-times 
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the amount of federal capital expenditure on Interstate highways, was not associated a reduction 

in congestion six times the size of the percentage point reduction in congestion produced by 

federal investments in Interstate capital projects. Nonetheless, in order to have greater certainty of 

the superiority of the congestion mitigation returns of federal expenditures on the Interstate 

system, a future study would have to focus its regression analysis on state-level capital and 

maintenance outlays as key independent variables and control for more state-specific economic, 

demographic and political factors that would be present omitted variable bias in these 

calculations.  

All in all, it is not clear from the results of this preliminary regression analysis whether it 

is cost-effective for the U.S. government to continue to employ the supply-side strategy of 

constructing its way out of rising congestion. Although the association between capital 

investments on the Interstate and traffic congestion was negative, the magnitude of that negative 

relationship is not strong enough to ensure that less dramatic annual increases of present levels of 

federal and state level capital investments on the Interstate Highway System would result in 

substantial changes to IHS congestion levels. That is to say, moving from an average annual 

federal transfer to state governments of about $113 million for Interstate highway capital 

investment to $226 million in one year in efforts to produce only a 1% reduction in average 

percent of state IHSs experiencing congestion, would likely prove politically unfeasible, 

especially when one considers the federal deficit crisis. Political pragmatism might then instead 

direct federal transportation policy-makers away from augmenting supply-side methods to reduce 

rising IHS congestion, and toward introducing more demand-side policies to improve the 

operational performance of the IHS.  
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Appendix: Log File 

name:  <unnamed> 
       log:  F:\Master's Thesis\Stata Data\3.18.12 Martinez Thesis Log.smcl 
  log type:  smcl 
 opened on:  18 Mar 2012, 13:43:09 
 
. do "C:\Users\gppilab\AppData\Local\Temp\STD0a0000 00.tmp" 
 
. **Beginning of Thesis .do File 
.  
. **Descriptive Statistics 
.  
. summarize ofInterstatecongested fedhwexp  fedexpo nnathwsystem fedexponInterstatemai 
> ntenance totstateoutlayhw statecapitaloutlaysonIn terstate statemaintenanceoutlayson 
> interst totcapex totopex congestionmitigationanda irqualit totalmlsInterstatebylanew 
> idth capitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftot veh totvmt avggasprice shareofwrks 
> inmanuortranp percapitaincome totalfatalitiesonIn terstate [aw=population] 
 
    Variable |     Obs      Weight        Mean   St d. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |     450  2.5761e+09    .2147163   .1 409168          0        .66 
    fedhwexp |     450  2.5761e+09    367.2116   28 5.3408      14.93    1470.92 
fedexponna~m |     450  2.5761e+09    105.5265   12 4.6908       -.08    1166.73 
fedexponin~e |     450  2.5761e+09    71.55953   58 .42073       1.55     304.96 
totstateou~w |     450  2.5761e+09    687.6891   54 6.8425      12.95    2280.43 
-------------+------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
statecapit~e |     450  2.5761e+09    613.9024   49 5.0032       4.62    2257.05 
statemaint~t |     450  2.5761e+09    73.78671   71 .83193          0     318.98 
    totcapex |     450  2.5761e+09    719.4277    4 97.741      33.52    2260.26 
     totopex |     450  2.5761e+09    145.3464   85 .93369       1.64     412.67 
congestion~t |     450  2.5761e+09    40.86723   46 .21277         .1      239.5 
-------------+------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
totalmlsin~h |     450  2.5761e+09    273.7952   25 0.8561         12       1178 
capitaland~a |     450  2.5761e+09    1860.778   26 32.635        .61   11323.73 
trucksofto~h |     450  2.5761e+09    .4118233    . 076951        .22        .64 
      totvmt |     450  2.5761e+09    28619.59    2 3423.7       1253      89782 
 avggasprice |     450  2.5761e+09    14.61049   4. 801192       7.79       29.2 
-------------+------------------------------------- ---------------------------- 
shareofwrk~p |     450  2.5761e+09    .0002951   .0 003954      .0001      .0086 
percapitai~e |     450  2.5761e+09    31729.66   61 64.678      20053      66316 
totalfatal~e |     450  2.5761e+09    219.2594   19 7.9552          5        677 
 
.  
.  
. **OLS Regressions 
.  
. **OLS Regression No. 1 
. reg  ofInterstatecongested fedexponnathwsystem fe dexponInterstatemaintenance conges 
> tionmitigationandairqualit statecapitaloutlaysonI nterstate statemaintenanceoutlayso 
> ninterst  totalmlsInterstatebylanewidth capitalan dmaintencespendingontra trucksofto 
> tveh totvmt avggasprice shareofwrksinmanuortranp percapitaincome unemployment total 
> fatalitiesonInterstate [aw=avepop] 
(sum of wgt is   2.5761e+09) 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     450 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 14,   435) =   23.84 
       Model |  3.76475094    14  .268910781           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  4.90621766   435  .011278661           R-squared     =  0.4342 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4160 
       Total |   8.6709686   449  .019311734           Root MSE      =   .1062 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
fedexponna~m |  -.0000293    .000052    -0.56   0.5 74    -.0001315     .000073 
fedexponin~e |   -.000017    .000124    -0.14   0.8 91    -.0002607    .0002267 
congestion~t |  -.0000979   .0002453    -0.40   0.6 90      -.00058    .0003841 
statecapit~e |  -.0000206   .0000186    -1.11   0.2 68    -.0000571    .0000159 
statemaint~t |   -.000345   .0001222    -2.82   0.0 05    -.0005852   -.0001048 
totalmlsin~h |   9.97e-06   .0000206     0.48   0.6 29    -.0000305    .0000505 
capitaland~a |  -7.61e-06   3.61e-06    -2.11   0.0 35    -.0000147   -5.19e-07 
trucksofto~h |  -.6522741   .0929048    -7.02   0.0 00    -.8348722    -.469676 
      totvmt |   5.60e-06   8.31e-07     6.73   0.0 00     3.96e-06    7.23e-06 
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 avggasprice |  -.0047054   .0015516    -3.03   0.0 03    -.0077549   -.0016559 
shareofwrk~p |  -11.74809   13.96996    -0.84   0.4 01     -39.2051    15.70892 
percapitai~e |   2.07e-06   1.10e-06     1.89   0.0 60    -8.81e-08    4.23e-06 
unemployment |   .7324051   .4696107     1.56   0.1 20     -.190583    1.655393 
totalfatal~e |  -.0002225   .0000721    -3.09   0.0 02    -.0003642   -.0000809 
       _cons |   .3993031   .0583238     6.85   0.0 00     .2846717    .5139346 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
 
.  
. **OLS Regression No. 2 
. reg ofInterstatecongested totcapex totopex totalm lsInterstatebylanewidth congestion 
> mitigationandairqualit capitalandmaintencespendin gontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avgga 
> sprice shareofwrksinmanuortranp percapitaincome u nemployment totalfatalitiesoninter 
> state [aw=avepop] 
(sum of wgt is   2.5761e+09) 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     450 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 12,   437) =   27.09 
       Model |  3.69851528    12  .308209607           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  4.97245331   437  .011378612           R-squared     =  0.4265 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4108 
       Total |   8.6709686   449  .019311734           Root MSE      =  .10667 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
    totcapex |  -.0000361    .000017    -2.12   0.0 34    -.0000696   -2.67e-06 
     totopex |  -.0001275    .000083    -1.54   0.1 25    -.0002906    .0000356 
totalmlsin~h |   .0000129   .0000207     0.62   0.5 33    -.0000277    .0000535 
congestion~t |   -.000145   .0002451    -0.59   0.5 54    -.0006267    .0003368 
capitaland~a |    -.00001   3.36e-06    -2.99   0.0 03    -.0000166   -3.43e-06 
trucksofto~h |   -.656375   .0931464    -7.05   0.0 00    -.8394455   -.4733044 
      totvmt |   6.06e-06   8.11e-07     7.47   0.0 00     4.47e-06    7.66e-06 
 avggasprice |  -.0060127   .0014419    -4.17   0.0 00    -.0088466   -.0031787 
shareofwrk~p |  -8.934836   13.98098    -0.64   0.5 23    -36.41316    18.54348 
percapitai~e |   2.30e-06   1.10e-06     2.09   0.0 37     1.40e-07    4.46e-06 
unemployment |   .6974948   .4714309     1.48   0.1 40     -.229059    1.624049 
totalfatal~e |  -.0002624   .0000699    -3.76   0.0 00    -.0003997   -.0001251 
       _cons |   .4167763   .0579189     7.20   0.0 00     .3029421    .5306105 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
 
.  
. **OLS Regression No. 3 
.  
. reg  ofInterstatecongested  totfedspendInterstate  totstateoutlayhw totalmlsintersta 
> tebylanewidth capitalandmaintencespendingontra tr ucksoftotveh totvmt avggasprice sh 
> areofwrksinmanuortranp percapitaincome unemployme nt totalfatalitiesonInterstate[aw= 
> avepop] 
(sum of wgt is   2.5761e+09) 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     450 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 11,   438) =   32.40 
       Model |  3.89042428    11  .353674934           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |  4.78054432   438  .010914485           R-squared     =  0.4487 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4348 
       Total |   8.6709686   449  .019311734           Root MSE      =  .10447 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
totfedspen~e |   .0001762   .0000398     4.43   0.0 00     .0000981    .0002544 
totstateou~w |  -.0000947   .0000172    -5.51   0.0 00    -.0001285   -.0000609 
totalmlsin~h |  -6.98e-08   .0000201    -0.00   0.9 97    -.0000396    .0000394 
capitaland~a |  -.0000113   3.21e-06    -3.51   0.0 00    -.0000176   -4.97e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.7502659   .0927088    -8.09   0.0 00    -.9324754   -.5680565 
      totvmt |   5.84e-06   6.11e-07     9.55   0.0 00     4.64e-06    7.04e-06 
 avggasprice |   -.007248   .0014175    -5.11   0.0 00    -.0100339   -.0044621 
shareofwrk~p |  -6.101531   13.65511    -0.45   0.6 55    -32.93921    20.73615 
percapitai~e |   2.31e-06   1.07e-06     2.16   0.0 32     2.03e-07    4.41e-06 
unemployment |   .6159713    .459877     1.34   0.1 81    -.2878687    1.519811 
totalfatal~e |  -.0004144    .000076    -5.45   0.0 00    -.0005638    -.000265 
       _cons |   .4647203   .0573585     8.10   0.0 00     .3519882    .5774523 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
 
.  
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. **OLS Regression No. 4 

. reg  ofInterstatecongested  allfedstateInterstate spend totalmlsInterstatebylanewidt 
> h capitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh  totvmt avggasprice shareofwrksinm 
> anuortranp percapitaincome unemployment totalfata litiesonInterstate [aw=avepop] 
(sum of wgt is   2.5761e+09) 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     450 
-------------+------------------------------           F( 10,   439) =   31.06 
       Model |   3.5925453    10   .35925453           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |   5.0784233   439  .011568162           R-squared     =  0.4143 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.4010 
       Total |   8.6709686   449  .019311734           Root MSE      =  .10756 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
allfedstat~d |   -.000024   .0000109    -2.20   0.0 29    -.0000454   -2.53e-06 
totalmlsin~h |   8.18e-06   .0000206     0.40   0.6 92    -.0000323    .0000487 
capitaland~a |  -.0000123   3.30e-06    -3.71   0.0 00    -.0000187   -5.77e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.6542265   .0935494    -6.99   0.0 00    -.8380868   -.4703662 
      totvmt |   5.72e-06   6.29e-07     9.10   0.0 00     4.48e-06    6.95e-06 
 avggasprice |  -.0061226   .0014424    -4.24   0.0 00    -.0089574   -.0032878 
shareofwrk~p |  -7.584773   14.05503    -0.54   0.5 90    -35.20828    20.03874 
percapitai~e |   2.29e-06   1.10e-06     2.08   0.0 38     1.23e-07    4.45e-06 
unemployment |   .5918136   .4734241     1.25   0.2 12    -.3386458    1.522273 
totalfatal~e |  -.0002417   .0000705    -3.43   0.0 01    -.0003803   -.0001032 
       _cons |   .4086014   .0580063     7.04   0.0 00     .2945969    .5226059 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
 
.  
.  
end of do-file 
 
. do "C:\Users\gppilab\AppData\Local\Temp\STD0a0000 00.tmp" 
 
. xtset nstate year 
       panel variable:  nstate (unbalanced) 
        time variable:  year, 1999 to 2008, but wit h gaps 
                delta:  1 unit 
 
.  
end of do-file 
 
. do "C:\Users\gppilab\AppData\Local\Temp\STD0a0000 00.tmp" 
 
.  
. **Fixed Effects Regressions No. 1 
. xtreg  ofInterstatecongested fedexponnathwsystem fedexponInterstatemaintenance cong 
> estionmitigationandairqualit statecapitaloutlayso nInterstate statemaintenanceoutlay 
> soninterst totalmlsInterstatebylanewidth capitala ndmaintencespendingontra trucksoft 
> otveh totvmt avggasprice shareofwrksinmanuortranp  percapitaincome unemployment tota 
> lfatalitiesonInterstate i.year [aw=avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       450 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.4353                         Obs  per group: min =         9 
       between = 0.1812                                        avg =       9.0 
       overall = 0.1849                                        max =         9 
 
                                                F(2 2,378)          =     13.24 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4193                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
fedexponna~m |  -.0000467   .0000256    -1.83   0.0 69     -.000097    3.57e-06 
fedexponin~e |   .0001782   .0000607     2.94   0.0 04     .0000588    .0002975 
congestion~t |   .0001145   .0001358     0.84   0.4 00    -.0001525    .0003816 
statecapit~e |  -.0000243   .0000125    -1.94   0.0 53    -.0000489    3.61e-07 
statemaint~t |   .0000267   .0000789     0.34   0.7 35    -.0001284    .0001817 
totalmlsin~h |  -4.28e-08   9.18e-06    -0.00   0.9 96    -.0000181     .000018 
capitaland~a |  -5.35e-06   7.14e-06    -0.75   0.4 54    -.0000194    8.68e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.1456216   .1355415    -1.07   0.2 83    -.4121313    .1208881 
      totvmt |   7.31e-06   1.93e-06     3.80   0.0 00     3.53e-06    .0000111 
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 avggasprice |  -.0022479   .0031937    -0.70   0.4 82    -.0085275    .0040318 
shareofwrk~p |  -5.023358   7.132104    -0.70   0.4 82    -19.04693    9.000211 
percapitai~e |   1.09e-06   5.45e-07     2.00   0.0 46     1.88e-08    2.16e-06 
unemployment |   .3057755   .2346834     1.30   0.1 93     -.155673    .7672239 
totalfatal~e |   .0001252   .0000997     1.25   0.2 10     -.000071    .0003213 
             | 
        year | 
       2000  |   .0015206   .0097916     0.16   0.8 77    -.0177323    .0207734 
       2001  |   .0550372   .0101264     5.44   0.0 00      .035126    .0749484 
       2002  |   .0764635   .0104384     7.33   0.0 00     .0559388    .0969882 
       2003  |   .0745081   .0112667     6.61   0.0 00     .0523547    .0966614 
       2004  |   .0681257   .0128506     5.30   0.0 00      .042858    .0933935 
       2005  |   .0800332   .0133835     5.98   0.0 00     .0537178    .1063486 
       2006  |   .0709763   .0148503     4.78   0.0 00     .0417768    .1001758 
       2008  |   .0575671   .0157316     3.66   0.0 00     .0266348    .0884994 
             | 
       _cons |  -.0215593   .0866295    -0.25   0.8 04    -.1918954    .1487767 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .13635627 
     sigma_e |  .04622605 
         rho |  .89691943   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 378) =    28.58             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.   
. test  fedexponnathwsystem fedexponInterstatemaint enance congestionmitigationandairq 
> ualit 
 
 ( 1)  fedexponnathwsystem = 0 
 ( 2)  fedexponInterstatemaintenance = 0 
 ( 3)  congestionmitigationandairqualit = 0 
 
       F(  3,   378) =    3.14 
            Prob > F =    0.0252 
 
.  
. **Fixed Effects Regression  No. 2 
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested totcapex totopex tota lmlsInterstatebylanewidth capitala 
> ndmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh totvmt av ggasprice shareofwrksinmanuortranp 
>  percapitaincome unemployment totalfatalitiesonIn terstate i.year [aw=avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       450 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.4300                         Obs  per group: min =         9 
       between = 0.1725                                        avg =       9.0 
       overall = 0.1758                                        max =         9 
 
                                                F(1 9,381)          =     15.13 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4813                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
    totcapex |  -.0000335   .0000111    -3.01   0.0 03    -.0000554   -.0000116 
     totopex |   .0001288   .0000453     2.84   0.0 05     .0000397    .0002178 
totalmlsin~h |   1.47e-07   9.18e-06     0.02   0.9 87    -.0000179    .0000182 
capitaland~a |  -6.97e-06   6.91e-06    -1.01   0.3 14    -.0000206    6.62e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.1343241   .1349514    -1.00   0.3 20    -.3996668    .1310186 
      totvmt |   8.35e-06   1.75e-06     4.76   0.0 00     4.90e-06    .0000118 
 avggasprice |  -.0025183    .003175    -0.79   0.4 28    -.0087611    .0037245 
shareofwrk~p |   -5.00969   7.130307    -0.70   0.4 83    -19.02937     9.00999 
percapitai~e |   1.24e-06   5.27e-07     2.35   0.0 19     2.02e-07    2.28e-06 
unemployment |    .345416   .2335488     1.48   0.1 40      -.11379     .804622 
totalfatal~e |   .0001103   .0000933     1.18   0.2 38    -.0000732    .0002939 
             | 
        year | 
       2000  |   .0013624   .0096678     0.14   0.8 88    -.0176465    .0203712 
       2001  |    .052909   .0100204     5.28   0.0 00     .0332067    .0726113 
       2002  |   .0752505   .0103861     7.25   0.0 00     .0548293    .0956717 
       2003  |     .07088   .0110965     6.39   0.0 00     .0490619     .092698 
       2004  |   .0671517   .0127971     5.25   0.0 00       .04199    .0923135 
       2005  |   .0744404   .0130563     5.70   0.0 00      .048769    .1001118 
       2006  |   .0664412   .0145966     4.55   0.0 00     .0377414    .0951411 
       2008  |   .0536076   .0155694     3.44   0.0 01     .0229948    .0842204 
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             | 
       _cons |  -.0448424   .0839569    -0.53   0.5 94    -.2099193    .1202345 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |   .1421766 
     sigma_e |  .04625932 
         rho |  .90427153   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 381) =    29.93             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. test totcapex totopex 
 
 ( 1)  totcapex = 0 
 ( 2)  totopex = 0 
 
       F(  2,   381) =    5.78 
            Prob > F =    0.0034 
 
.  
. **Fixed Effects Regression No. 3 
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested  totfedspendInterstat e totstateoutlayhw capitalandmaint 
> encespendingontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avggaspri ce shareofwrksinmanuortranp percap 
> itaincome unemployment totalfatalitiesonInterstat e i.year [aw=avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       450 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.4214                         Obs  per group: min =         9 
       between = 0.1853                                        avg =       9.0 
       overall = 0.1875                                        max =         9 
 
                                                F(1 8,382)          =     15.46 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4609                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
totfedspen~e |  -.0000105   .0000244    -0.43   0.6 67    -.0000585    .0000375 
totstateou~w |  -.0000231   .0000112    -2.07   0.0 39     -.000045   -1.15e-06 
capitaland~a |  -2.90e-06   6.84e-06    -0.42   0.6 72    -.0000164    .0000106 
trucksofto~h |    -.14207     .13608    -1.04   0.2 97    -.4096296    .1254896 
      totvmt |   8.29e-06   1.88e-06     4.42   0.0 00     4.61e-06     .000012 
 avggasprice |  -.0015948    .003186    -0.50   0.6 17     -.007859    .0046695 
shareofwrk~p |  -4.768487   7.173861    -0.66   0.5 07    -18.87369    9.336712 
percapitai~e |   1.05e-06   5.28e-07     2.00   0.0 46     1.68e-08    2.09e-06 
unemployment |    .371355   .2348673     1.58   0.1 15    -.0904396    .8331496 
totalfatal~e |   .0000977   .0000951     1.03   0.3 05    -.0000893    .0002847 
             | 
        year | 
       2000  |   .0039508   .0096959     0.41   0.6 84    -.0151132    .0230148 
       2001  |   .0526629   .0100432     5.24   0.0 00     .0329161    .0724098 
       2002  |   .0747353   .0105658     7.07   0.0 00     .0539609    .0955097 
       2003  |   .0690066   .0111671     6.18   0.0 00       .04705    .0909632 
       2004  |    .070989   .0128227     5.54   0.0 00      .045777     .096201 
       2005  |   .0769381   .0131542     5.85   0.0 00     .0510743    .1028018 
       2006  |   .0708357     .01457     4.86   0.0 00     .0421881    .0994832 
       2008  |   .0538848   .0157976     3.41   0.0 01     .0228237    .0849458 
             | 
       _cons |  -.0402497   .0852686    -0.47   0.6 37    -.2079043    .1274049 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .13920379 
     sigma_e |   .0465451 
         rho |  .89944152   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 382) =    28.98             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
.  
. **Fixed Effects Regression No. 4 
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested allfedstateInterstate spend totalmlsInterstatebylanewidt 
> h capitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh  totvmt avggasprice shareofwrksinm 
> anuortranp percapitaincome unemployment totalfata litiesonInterstate i.year [aw=avep 
> op], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       450 
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Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.4213                         Obs  per group: min =         9 
       between = 0.1850                                        avg =       9.0 
       overall = 0.1868                                        max =         9 
 
                                                F(1 8,382)          =     15.45 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4793                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
allfedstat~d |  -.0000201   8.45e-06    -2.38   0.0 18    -.0000367   -3.51e-06 
totalmlsin~h |   2.70e-06   9.18e-06     0.29   0.7 69    -.0000154    .0000207 
capitaland~a |  -3.31e-06   6.87e-06    -0.48   0.6 30    -.0000168    .0000102 
trucksofto~h |  -.1456889   .1359231    -1.07   0.2 84      -.41294    .1215621 
      totvmt |   8.53e-06   1.83e-06     4.67   0.0 00     4.94e-06    .0000121 
 avggasprice |   -.001602   .0031867    -0.50   0.6 15    -.0078676    .0046636 
shareofwrk~p |  -4.786738   7.174703    -0.67   0.5 05    -18.89359    9.320117 
percapitai~e |   1.06e-06   5.31e-07     2.00   0.0 46     1.78e-08    2.11e-06 
unemployment |   .3663249   .2348913     1.56   0.1 20    -.0955169    .8281667 
totalfatal~e |   .0001063    .000092     1.15   0.2 49    -.0000747    .0002872 
             | 
        year | 
       2000  |   .0040293   .0096967     0.42   0.6 78    -.0150364    .0230949 
       2001  |   .0529292   .0100434     5.27   0.0 00      .033182    .0726764 
       2002  |   .0754968   .0104743     7.21   0.0 00     .0549024    .0960912 
       2003  |   .0696394   .0111099     6.27   0.0 00     .0477951    .0914837 
       2004  |   .0714845   .0127463     5.61   0.0 00     .0464229    .0965461 
       2005  |   .0773545    .013123     5.89   0.0 00     .0515521    .1031569 
       2006  |    .071362   .0145279     4.91   0.0 00     .0427973    .0999267 
       2008  |   .0548163   .0156564     3.50   0.0 01     .0240327    .0855998 
             | 
       _cons |  -.0458508   .0847372    -0.54   0.5 89    -.2124606     .120759 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .14084683 
     sigma_e |  .04655042 
         rho |  .90152403   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 382) =    29.71             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
.  
.  
end of do-file 
 
. do "C:\Users\gppilab\AppData\Local\Temp\STD0a0000 00.tmp" 
 
. * Explanatory Power of State and Year Dummies Tes t 
.  
. reg ofInterstatecongested i.nstate i.year, r 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =     450 
                                                       F( 57,   392) =  106.23 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.8981 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .04927 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
             |               Robust 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
      nstate | 
          2  |  -.1333333    .015475    -8.62   0.0 00    -.1637578   -.1029089 
          3  |  -.1066667    .013901    -7.67   0.0 00    -.1339964   -.0793369 
          4  |       -.04   .0168174    -2.38   0.0 18    -.0730636   -.0069364 
          5  |   .2466667   .0220998    11.16   0.0 00     .2032178    .2901155 
          6  |  -.0644444    .019344    -3.33   0.0 01    -.1024753   -.0264135 
          7  |   .2311111   .0220485    10.48   0.0 00     .1877629    .2744593 
          8  |        .12   .0357722     3.35   0.0 01     .0496706    .1903294 
          9  |   .0544444   .0164845     3.30   0.0 01     .0220353    .0868535 
         10  |  -.0455556   .0259234    -1.76   0.0 80    -.0965218    .0054107 
         11  |   .0422222    .020638     2.05   0.0 41     .0016472    .0827973 
         12  |  -.1344444   .0144567    -9.30   0.0 00    -.1628668   -.1060221 
         13  |       -.02    .015051    -1.33   0.1 85    -.0495908    .0095908 
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         14  |  -.1144444   .0141656    -8.08   0.0 00    -.1422944   -.0865945 
         15  |  -.1177778   .0139451    -8.45   0.0 00    -.1451943   -.0903613 
         16  |  -.1288889    .014965    -8.61   0.0 00    -.1583105   -.0994673 
         17  |        .01   .0180639     0.55   0.5 80    -.0255143    .0455143 
         18  |  -.0644444   .0148093    -4.35   0.0 00    -.0935599    -.035329 
         19  |  -.1422222   .0221754    -6.41   0.0 00    -.1858199   -.0986245 
         20  |        .27   .0304464     8.87   0.0 00     .2101413    .3298587 
         21  |   .1655556   .0153247    10.80   0.0 00     .1354267    .1956845 
         22  |   .0411111    .038132     1.08   0.2 82    -.0338578      .11608 
         23  |   .0988889   .0137169     7.21   0.0 00      .071921    .1258568 
         24  |  -.0777778   .0157726    -4.93   0.0 00    -.1087872   -.0467684 
         25  |   .0011111   .0228068     0.05   0.9 61    -.0437279    .0459501 
         26  |  -.1666667    .015683   -10.63   0.0 00    -.1975001   -.1358333 
         27  |  -.1411111   .0148901    -9.48   0.0 00    -.1703855   -.1118368 
         28  |  -.0633333   .0161613    -3.92   0.0 00     -.095107   -.0315596 
         29  |  -.0088889   .0203797    -0.44   0.6 63    -.0489561    .0311783 
         30  |   .3144444   .0322568     9.75   0.0 00     .2510264    .3778625 
         31  |  -.1455556   .0157853    -9.22   0.0 00    -.1765901   -.1145211 
         32  |   .0311111    .014515     2.14   0.0 33     .0025742    .0596481 
         33  |   .1988889   .0295833     6.72   0.0 00     .1407271    .2570507 
         34  |  -.1666667    .015683   -10.63   0.0 00    -.1975001   -.1358333 
         35  |        .15   .0208221     7.20   0.0 00     .1090629    .1909371 
         36  |  -.1044444   .0138908    -7.52   0.0 00    -.1317542   -.0771347 
         37  |  -.0677778    .015374    -4.41   0.0 00    -.0980035   -.0375521 
         38  |  -.0633333    .017989    -3.52   0.0 00    -.0987003   -.0279664 
         39  |   .3577778   .0319496    11.20   0.0 00     .2949638    .4205917 
         40  |   .1066667   .0403551     2.64   0.0 09     .0273271    .1860062 
         41  |  -.1666667    .015683   -10.63   0.0 00    -.1975001   -.1358333 
         42  |   .0077778   .0146045     0.53   0.5 95    -.0209352    .0364908 
         43  |  -.0022222   .0138494    -0.16   0.8 73    -.0294507    .0250062 
         44  |  -.1122222   .0143796    -7.80   0.0 00     -.140493   -.0839514 
         45  |  -.1622222   .0151812   -10.69   0.0 00     -.192069   -.1323754 
         46  |  -.0088889   .0241305    -0.37   0.7 13    -.0563304    .0385526 
         47  |  -.0411111   .0174006    -2.36   0.0 19    -.0753212    -.006901 
         48  |  -.1388889    .022114    -6.28   0.0 00    -.1823658    -.095412 
         49  |  -.0288889   .0235948    -1.22   0.2 22    -.0752771    .0174994 
         50  |  -.1466667   .0238318    -6.15   0.0 00    -.1935207   -.0998126 
             | 
        year | 
       2000  |      .0028   .0114755     0.24   0.8 07    -.0197613    .0253613 
       2001  |      .0446   .0097778     4.56   0.0 00     .0253766    .0638234 
       2002  |       .061   .0114967     5.31   0.0 00     .0383971    .0836029 
       2003  |      .0584   .0101388     5.76   0.0 00     .0384668    .0783332 
       2004  |      .0596   .0099686     5.98   0.0 00     .0400014    .0791986 
       2005  |      .0632   .0103389     6.11   0.0 00     .0428734    .0835266 
       2006  |      .0702   .0117986     5.95   0.0 00     .0470035    .0933965 
       2008  |      .0372    .013384     2.78   0.0 06     .0108866    .0635134 
             | 
       _cons |   .1225556    .015282     8.02   0.0 00     .0925106    .1526005 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
 
.  
end of do-file 
 
. do "C:\Users\gppilab\AppData\Local\Temp\STD0a0000 00.tmp" 
 
. **Fixed Effects Regressions With a Lag** 
.  
. **1 Year Lag  
. xtreg  ofInterstatecongested L1.fedexponnathwsyst em L1.fedexponInterstatemaintenanc 
> e L1.congestionmitigationandairqualit L1.statecap italoutlaysonInterstate L1.statema 
> intenanceoutlaysoninterst totalmlsInterstatebylan ewidth capitalandmaintencespending 
> ontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avggasprice shareofwr ksinmanuortranp percapitaincome un 
> employment totalfatalitiesonInterstate i.year [aw =avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       350 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.5165                         Obs  per group: min =         7 
       between = 0.1438                                        avg =       7.0 
       overall = 0.1466                                        max =         7 
 
                                                F(2 0,280)          =     14.96 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5997                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
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--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
fedexponna~m | 
         L1. |   .0000378   .0000272     1.39   0.1 66    -.0000158    .0000914 
             | 
fedexponin~e | 
         L1. |   .0000498    .000054     0.92   0.3 57    -.0000565     .000156 
             | 
congestion~t | 
         L1. |  -.0001613   .0001564    -1.03   0.3 03    -.0004691    .0001466 
             | 
statecapit~e | 
         L1. |  -.0000379   .0000142    -2.67   0.0 08    -.0000658   -9.91e-06 
             | 
statemaint~t | 
         L1. |  -.0000842   .0000768    -1.10   0.2 74    -.0002355     .000067 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -8.32e-06   8.25e-06    -1.01   0.3 14    -.0000246    7.92e-06 
capitaland~a |   1.88e-07   7.52e-06     0.03   0.9 80    -.0000146     .000015 
trucksofto~h |  -.0507776   .1360051    -0.37   0.7 09    -.3184999    .2169448 
      totvmt |   .0000108   1.90e-06     5.65   0.0 00     7.01e-06    .0000145 
 avggasprice |   .0005918   .0027957     0.21   0.8 33    -.0049114     .006095 
shareofwrk~p |  -4.003989   5.843781    -0.69   0.4 94    -15.50731    7.499333 
percapitai~e |   5.18e-07   5.06e-07     1.02   0.3 07    -4.78e-07    1.51e-06 
unemployment |  -.2175144   .2085499    -1.04   0.2 98    -.6280391    .1930103 
totalfatal~e |   .0001026   .0001048     0.98   0.3 28    -.0001037     .000309 
             | 
        year | 
       2001  |   .0551294   .0077698     7.10   0.0 00     .0398348    .0704239 
       2002  |   .0719736    .007971     9.03   0.0 00     .0562828    .0876644 
       2003  |   .0660298   .0084513     7.81   0.0 00     .0493937    .0826658 
       2004  |   .0629764   .0101708     6.19   0.0 00     .0429555    .0829973 
       2005  |   .0596418   .0104175     5.73   0.0 00     .0391352    .0801484 
       2006  |   .0621596   .0121165     5.13   0.0 00     .0383086    .0860105 
             | 
       _cons |  -.1281176    .088031    -1.46   0.1 47    -.3014041     .045169 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .16786796 
     sigma_e |  .03524549 
         rho |  .95777823   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 280) =    42.42             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested L1.totcapex L1.totope x totalmlsInterstatebylanewidth ca 
> pitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh tot vmt avggasprice shareofwrksinmanuo 
> rtranp percapitaincome unemployment totalfataliti esonInterstate i.year [aw=avepop], 
>  fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       350 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.4927                         Obs  per group: min =         7 
       between = 0.1542                                        avg =       7.0 
       overall = 0.1557                                        max =         7 
 
                                                F(1 7,283)          =     16.17 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5900                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
    totcapex | 
         L1. |  -.0000262   .0000129    -2.04   0.0 42    -.0000515   -9.27e-07 
             | 
     totopex | 
         L1. |   .0000773   .0000435     1.78   0.0 77    -8.34e-06    .0001629 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -9.73e-06   8.24e-06    -1.18   0.2 39    -.0000259    6.49e-06 
capitaland~a |   1.43e-06   7.20e-06     0.20   0.8 43    -.0000127    .0000156 
trucksofto~h |    -.11567   .1368862    -0.85   0.3 99    -.3851144    .1537743 
      totvmt |   9.66e-06   1.82e-06     5.30   0.0 00     6.07e-06    .0000133 
 avggasprice |   .0009077   .0028454     0.32   0.7 50    -.0046932    .0065086 
shareofwrk~p |   -3.73508   5.938347    -0.63   0.5 30    -15.42402    7.953855 
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percapitai~e |   4.48e-07   5.10e-07     0.88   0.3 80    -5.55e-07    1.45e-06 
unemployment |  -.2882176   .2089291    -1.38   0.1 69    -.6994698    .1230347 
totalfatal~e |   .0001189   .0001064     1.12   0.2 65    -.0000906    .0003285 
             | 
        year | 
       2001  |   .0466708   .0075265     6.20   0.0 00     .0318558    .0614857 
       2002  |   .0647112   .0078553     8.24   0.0 00      .049249    .0801733 
       2003  |   .0597589    .008425     7.09   0.0 00     .0431753    .0763426 
       2004  |   .0586458   .0101653     5.77   0.0 00     .0386367    .0786549 
       2005  |   .0588001   .0104588     5.62   0.0 00     .0382132     .079387 
       2006  |   .0561536   .0120649     4.65   0.0 00     .0324052     .079902 
             | 
       _cons |  -.0888418   .0876236    -1.01   0.3 11    -.2613185    .0836348 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .16519966 
     sigma_e |  .03591257 
         rho |  .95487461   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 283) =    45.58             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested  L1.totfedspendInters tate L1.totstateoutlayhw capitalan 
> dmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avg gasprice shareofwrksinmanuortranp  
> percapitaincome unemployment totalfatalitiesonInt erstate i.year [aw=avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       350 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.5013                         Obs  per group: min =         7 
       between = 0.1508                                        avg =       7.0 
       overall = 0.1528                                        max =         7 
 
                                                F(1 6,284)          =     17.84 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.6021                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
totfedspen~e | 
         L1. |  -8.24e-06   .0000254    -0.32   0.7 46    -.0000582    .0000418 
             | 
totstateou~w | 
         L1. |  -.0000412    .000015    -2.74   0.0 07    -.0000707   -.0000116 
             | 
capitaland~a |   1.70e-06   6.97e-06     0.24   0.8 08     -.000012    .0000154 
trucksofto~h |  -.0677276   .1360489    -0.50   0.6 19    -.3355197    .2000644 
      totvmt |   .0000109   2.04e-06     5.34   0.0 00     6.87e-06    .0000149 
 avggasprice |   .0011276   .0027999     0.40   0.6 87    -.0043835    .0066387 
shareofwrk~p |  -4.144746   5.876196    -0.71   0.4 81    -15.71117    7.421677 
percapitai~e |   5.35e-07   5.04e-07     1.06   0.2 90    -4.58e-07    1.53e-06 
unemployment |    -.21868    .208034    -1.05   0.2 94    -.6281643    .1908042 
totalfatal~e |   .0000693   .0001047     0.66   0.5 08    -.0001368    .0002755 
             | 
        year | 
       2001  |   .0502024   .0074089     6.78   0.0 00     .0356191    .0647858 
       2002  |   .0664088   .0077084     8.62   0.0 00     .0512359    .0815816 
       2003  |   .0616208   .0082794     7.44   0.0 00      .045324    .0779176 
       2004  |   .0574071   .0099518     5.77   0.0 00     .0378185    .0769958 
       2005  |    .060538   .0102602     5.90   0.0 00     .0403422    .0807337 
       2006  |   .0575149    .011817     4.87   0.0 00     .0342549    .0807749 
             | 
       _cons |  -.1234116   .0892944    -1.38   0.1 68    -.2991745    .0523513 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .16748243 
     sigma_e |  .03554361 
         rho |  .95690249   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 284) =    46.72             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested L1.allfedstateInterst atespend totalmlsInterstatebylanew 
> idth capitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftot veh totvmt avggasprice shareofwrks 
> inmanuortranp percapitaincome unemployment totalf atalitiesonInterstate i.year [aw=a 
> vepop], fe 
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Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       350 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.5015                         Obs  per group: min =         7 
       between = 0.1510                                        avg =       7.0 
       overall = 0.1523                                        max =         7 
 
                                                F(1 6,284)          =     17.85 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.6321                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
allfedstat~d | 
         L1. |  -.0000296   9.14e-06    -3.24   0.0 01    -.0000476   -.0000116 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -7.95e-06   8.16e-06    -0.97   0.3 31     -.000024    8.11e-06 
capitaland~a |   2.08e-06   7.03e-06     0.30   0.7 67    -.0000118    .0000159 
trucksofto~h |  -.0632783   .1361373    -0.46   0.6 42    -.3312444    .2046879 
      totvmt |   .0000113   1.95e-06     5.81   0.0 00     7.49e-06    .0000152 
 avggasprice |   .0009683    .002786     0.35   0.7 28    -.0045155     .006452 
shareofwrk~p |  -4.025566   5.874494    -0.69   0.4 94    -15.58864    7.537507 
percapitai~e |   4.27e-07   5.04e-07     0.85   0.3 98    -5.65e-07    1.42e-06 
unemployment |  -.2387004   .2063288    -1.16   0.2 48     -.644828    .1674273 
totalfatal~e |   .0000857   .0001044     0.82   0.4 12    -.0001198    .0002913 
             | 
        year | 
       2001  |   .0501398     .00741     6.77   0.0 00     .0355543    .0647253 
       2002  |   .0664402   .0077009     8.63   0.0 00      .051282    .0815983 
       2003  |   .0615246   .0082833     7.43   0.0 00     .0452201    .0778291 
       2004  |   .0576919   .0099359     5.81   0.0 00     .0381346    .0772493 
       2005  |   .0608811   .0102204     5.96   0.0 00     .0407638    .0809984 
       2006  |   .0574049   .0118201     4.86   0.0 00     .0341387    .0806711 
             | 
       _cons |  -.1328622   .0888489    -1.50   0.1 36    -.3077482    .0420237 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .17263926 
     sigma_e |  .03553753 
         rho |  .95934894   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 284) =    47.48             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. **2 Year Lag 
.  
. xtreg  ofInterstatecongested L2.fedexponnathwsyst em L2.fedexponInterstatemaintenanc 
> e L2.congestionmitigationandairqualit L1.statecap italoutlaysonInterstate L1.statema 
> intenanceoutlaysoninterst totalmlsInterstatebylan ewidth capitalandmaintencespending 
> ontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avggasprice shareofwr ksinmanuortranp percapitaincome un 
> employment totalfatalitiesonInterstate i.year [aw =avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       300 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.3174                         Obs  per group: min =         6 
       between = 0.1677                                        avg =       6.0 
       overall = 0.1625                                        max =         6 
 
                                                F(1 9,231)          =      5.65 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4585                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
fedexponna~m | 
         L2. |  -3.44e-06   .0000239    -0.14   0.8 86    -.0000505    .0000437 
             | 
fedexponin~e | 
         L2. |   .0000271   .0000505     0.54   0.5 92    -.0000725    .0001266 
             | 
congestion~t | 
         L2. |  -.0003678   .0001464    -2.51   0.0 13    -.0006562   -.0000794 
             | 
statecapit~e | 
         L1. |  -.0000431   .0000148    -2.91   0.0 04    -.0000723   -.0000139 
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             | 
statemaint~t | 
         L1. |  -.0000139    .000094    -0.15   0.8 82    -.0001991    .0001712 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -8.97e-06   7.56e-06    -1.19   0.2 37    -.0000239    5.92e-06 
capitaland~a |  -6.18e-06   7.55e-06    -0.82   0.4 14    -.0000211    8.70e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.1582086   .1326547    -1.19   0.2 34    -.4195764    .1031591 
      totvmt |   9.93e-06   1.93e-06     5.16   0.0 00     6.14e-06    .0000137 
 avggasprice |  -.0009906   .0026677    -0.37   0.7 11    -.0062468    .0042656 
shareofwrk~p |  -.2421988   5.727834    -0.04   0.9 66    -11.52767    11.04328 
percapitai~e |   7.23e-07   4.42e-07     1.64   0.1 03    -1.48e-07    1.59e-06 
unemployment |  -.0332296   .2019261    -0.16   0.8 69    -.4310819    .3646227 
totalfatal~e |   .0000525    .000107     0.49   0.6 25    -.0001585    .0002634 
             | 
        year | 
       2002  |   .0209553   .0067478     3.11   0.0 02     .0076603    .0342504 
       2003  |   .0156075    .007059     2.21   0.0 28     .0016993    .0295156 
       2004  |   .0154571   .0084259     1.83   0.0 68    -.0011444    .0320586 
       2005  |   .0188761   .0089078     2.12   0.0 35     .0013252     .036427 
       2006  |   .0174101   .0102614     1.70   0.0 91    -.0028078    .0376281 
             | 
       _cons |   .0310456   .0872347     0.36   0.7 22    -.1408317     .202923 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .15553719 
     sigma_e |  .02984509 
         rho |  .96448807   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 231) =    56.82             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested L2.totcapex L2.totope x totalmlsInterstatebylanewidth ca 
> pitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh tot vmt avggasprice shareofwrksinmanuo 
> rtranp percapitaincome unemployment totalfataliti esonInterstate i.year [aw=avepop], 
>  fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       350 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.2257                         Obs  per group: min =         7 
       between = 0.2911                                        avg =       7.0 
       overall = 0.2752                                        max =         7 
 
                                                F(1 7,283)          =      4.85 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.3841                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
    totcapex | 
         L2. |   .0000243   .0000125     1.95   0.0 52    -1.90e-07    .0000488 
             | 
     totopex | 
         L2. |   .0000446   .0000464     0.96   0.3 36    -.0000466    .0001359 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -3.35e-06   9.53e-06    -0.35   0.7 25    -.0000221    .0000154 
capitaland~a |  -8.30e-06   7.99e-06    -1.04   0.3 00     -.000024    7.42e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.5453813   .1554638    -3.51   0.0 01    -.8513935   -.2393691 
      totvmt |   6.60e-06   2.17e-06     3.04   0.0 03     2.33e-06    .0000109 
 avggasprice |  -.0046602   .0033343    -1.40   0.1 63    -.0112234     .001903 
shareofwrk~p |   .3804042   7.543291     0.05   0.9 60    -14.46767    15.22848 
percapitai~e |   8.44e-07   5.51e-07     1.53   0.1 27    -2.41e-07    1.93e-06 
unemployment |   .4030117   .2462744     1.64   0.1 03    -.0817504    .8877738 
totalfatal~e |   .0001043   .0000907     1.15   0.2 51    -.0000741    .0002828 
             | 
        year | 
       2002  |   .0230022   .0086114     2.67   0.0 08     .0060516    .0399527 
       2003  |   .0225434    .009117     2.47   0.0 14     .0045977    .0404891 
       2004  |   .0327252   .0105748     3.09   0.0 02     .0119099    .0535405 
       2005  |   .0393224   .0111479     3.53   0.0 00     .0173792    .0612657 
       2006  |   .0331531   .0126668     2.62   0.0 09       .00822    .0580863 
       2008  |   .0092787    .013642     0.68   0.4 97    -.0175739    .0361313 
             | 
       _cons |   .2359516   .1069562     2.21   0.0 28      .025421    .4464822 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .13455677 
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     sigma_e |  .04123273 
         rho |  .91415898   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 283) =    38.01             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested  L2.totfedspendInters tate L2.totstateoutlayhw capitalan 
> dmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avg gasprice shareofwrksinmanuortranp  
> percapitaincome unemployment totalfatalitiesonInt erstate i.year [aw=avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       350 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.1969                         Obs  per group: min =         7 
       between = 0.2695                                        avg =       7.0 
       overall = 0.2548                                        max =         7 
 
                                                F(1 6,284)          =      4.35 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.3566                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
totfedspen~e | 
         L2. |  -.0000117   .0000269    -0.43   0.6 66    -.0000647    .0000414 
             | 
totstateou~w | 
         L2. |  -1.45e-06   .0000118    -0.12   0.9 02    -.0000247    .0000218 
             | 
capitaland~a |  -6.48e-06   7.82e-06    -0.83   0.4 08    -.0000219    8.92e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.4449185   .1624902    -2.74   0.0 07    -.7647566   -.1250805 
      totvmt |   6.92e-06   2.44e-06     2.83   0.0 05     2.11e-06    .0000117 
 avggasprice |  -.0043001   .0034205    -1.26   0.2 10    -.0110329    .0024327 
shareofwrk~p |  -.0492133   7.634657    -0.01   0.9 95    -15.07691    14.97848 
percapitai~e |   8.79e-07   5.61e-07     1.57   0.1 18    -2.26e-07    1.98e-06 
unemployment |   .4291151   .2492418     1.72   0.0 86    -.0614805    .9197107 
totalfatal~e |   .0001201   .0000921     1.30   0.1 93    -.0000611    .0003013 
             | 
        year | 
       2002  |   .0214776    .008776     2.45   0.0 15     .0042033    .0387519 
       2003  |   .0189803     .00923     2.06   0.0 41     .0008124    .0371483 
       2004  |   .0298682   .0107391     2.78   0.0 06       .00873    .0510065 
       2005  |   .0351643   .0112359     3.13   0.0 02     .0130481    .0572806 
       2006  |   .0319833   .0127981     2.50   0.0 13     .0067922    .0571745 
       2008  |   .0133339   .0136771     0.97   0.3 30    -.0135874    .0402553 
             | 
       _cons |   .1991855   .1166948     1.71   0.0 89     -.030511     .428882 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .13493655 
     sigma_e |  .04191922 
         rho |  .91198533   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 284) =    35.55             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested L2.allfedstateInterst atespend totalmlsInterstatebylanew 
> idth capitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftot veh totvmt avggasprice shareofwrks 
> inmanuortranp percapitaincome unemployment totalf atalitiesonInterstate i.year [aw=a 
> vepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       350 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.1976                         Obs  per group: min =         7 
       between = 0.2710                                        avg =       7.0 
       overall = 0.2561                                        max =         7 
 
                                                F(1 6,284)          =      4.37 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.3514                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
allfedstat~d | 
         L2. |  -3.47e-06   .0000104    -0.33   0.7 38    -.0000239    .0000169 
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             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -5.80e-06   9.66e-06    -0.60   0.5 49    -.0000248    .0000132 
capitaland~a |  -5.61e-06   7.97e-06    -0.70   0.4 82    -.0000213    .0000101 
trucksofto~h |  -.4491725   .1606644    -2.80   0.0 06    -.7654167   -.1329284 
      totvmt |   6.70e-06   2.32e-06     2.89   0.0 04     2.14e-06    .0000113 
 avggasprice |  -.0044589   .0033705    -1.32   0.1 87    -.0110932    .0021754 
shareofwrk~p |  -.2894297   7.638171    -0.04   0.9 70    -15.32404    14.74518 
percapitai~e |   8.67e-07   5.59e-07     1.55   0.1 22    -2.32e-07    1.97e-06 
unemployment |   .4374216   .2496782     1.75   0.0 81    -.0540332    .9288763 
totalfatal~e |   .0001253   .0000922     1.36   0.1 75    -.0000562    .0003069 
             | 
        year | 
       2002  |   .0211625   .0087563     2.42   0.0 16     .0039271    .0383979 
       2003  |   .0188091    .009232     2.04   0.0 43     .0006374    .0369809 
       2004  |    .029836   .0107338     2.78   0.0 06      .008708    .0509639 
       2005  |   .0347205   .0112435     3.09   0.0 02     .0125894    .0568517 
       2006  |   .0314368   .0128241     2.45   0.0 15     .0061945    .0566791 
       2008  |   .0129015    .013679     0.94   0.3 46    -.0140236    .0398266 
             | 
       _cons |   .2070288    .111961     1.85   0.0 65    -.0133499    .4274074 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |   .1345161 
     sigma_e |  .04190091 
         rho |  .91155351   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 284) =    35.88             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. **3 Year Lag 
.  
.  
. xtreg  ofInterstatecongested L3.fedexponnathwsyst em L3.fedexponInterstatemaintenanc 
> e L3.congestionmitigationandairqualit L1.statecap italoutlaysonInterstate L1.statema 
> intenanceoutlaysoninterst totalmlsInterstatebylan ewidth capitalandmaintencespending 
> ontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avggasprice shareofwr ksinmanuortranp percapitaincome un 
> employment totalfatalitiesonInterstate i.year [aw =avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       250 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.2337                         Obs  per group: min =         5 
       between = 0.2268                                        avg =       5.0 
       overall = 0.2180                                        max =         5 
 
                                                F(1 8,182)          =      3.08 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2820                        Pro b > F           =    0.0001 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
fedexponna~m | 
         L3. |  -.0000472   .0000313    -1.51   0.1 33     -.000109    .0000145 
             | 
fedexponin~e | 
         L3. |  -3.99e-06   .0000602    -0.07   0.9 47    -.0001228    .0001148 
             | 
congestion~t | 
         L3. |   -.000067   .0001589    -0.42   0.6 74    -.0003805    .0002466 
             | 
statecapit~e | 
         L1. |  -.0000405   .0000158    -2.57   0.0 11    -.0000717   -9.35e-06 
             | 
statemaint~t | 
         L1. |   .0000235   .0001103     0.21   0.8 32    -.0001942    .0002412 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -9.08e-06   8.51e-06    -1.07   0.2 88    -.0000259    7.71e-06 
capitaland~a |  -2.38e-06   8.79e-06    -0.27   0.7 87    -.0000197     .000015 
trucksofto~h |  -.2597407    .154843    -1.68   0.0 95    -.5652591    .0457776 
      totvmt |   8.32e-06   2.61e-06     3.18   0.0 02     3.17e-06    .0000135 
 avggasprice |   -.000875   .0032882    -0.27   0.7 90    -.0073628    .0056128 
shareofwrk~p |   .1600873   6.278248     0.03   0.9 80    -12.22742     12.5476 
percapitai~e |  -1.53e-07   5.77e-07    -0.26   0.7 92    -1.29e-06    9.85e-07 
unemployment |  -.1120414    .223156    -0.50   0.6 16    -.5523469     .328264 
totalfatal~e |  -.0000697   .0001321    -0.53   0.5 98    -.0003303    .0001909 
             | 
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        year | 
       2003  |  -.0063317   .0070505    -0.90   0.3 70    -.0202429    .0075795 
       2004  |  -.0015928   .0086859    -0.18   0.8 55    -.0187308    .0155452 
       2005  |   .0029853   .0087128     0.34   0.7 32    -.0142058    .0201765 
       2006  |   -.001696   .0105104    -0.16   0.8 72     -.022434    .0190419 
             | 
       _cons |   .1799558   .1057737     1.70   0.0 91    -.0287446    .3886562 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .13986238 
     sigma_e |  .03018775 
         rho |  .95548725   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 182) =    46.82             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested L3.totcapex L3.totope x totalmlsInterstatebylanewidth ca 
> pitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh tot vmt avggasprice shareofwrksinmanuo 
> rtranp percapitaincome unemployment totalfataliti esonInterstate i.year [aw=avepop], 
>  fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       300 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.1811                         Obs  per group: min =         6 
       between = 0.3387                                        avg =       6.0 
       overall = 0.3167                                        max =         6 
 
                                                F(1 6,234)          =      3.23 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0966                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
    totcapex | 
         L3. |   5.33e-07   .0000163     0.03   0.9 74    -.0000315    .0000326 
             | 
     totopex | 
         L3. |  -.0000666   .0000593    -1.12   0.2 63    -.0001835    .0000502 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -9.26e-06   .0000109    -0.85   0.3 96    -.0000307    .0000122 
capitaland~a |  -.0000101   9.90e-06    -1.02   0.3 07    -.0000296    9.36e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.5302371   .1927983    -2.75   0.0 06    -.9100793   -.1503949 
      totvmt |   4.63e-06   2.72e-06     1.70   0.0 90    -7.24e-07    9.99e-06 
 avggasprice |  -.0063917    .003964    -1.61   0.1 08    -.0142014     .001418 
shareofwrk~p |  -1.121668    8.53749    -0.13   0.8 96    -17.94183     15.6985 
percapitai~e |   3.91e-07   7.36e-07     0.53   0.5 95    -1.06e-06    1.84e-06 
unemployment |   .4871096   .2811343     1.73   0.0 84    -.0667682    1.040987 
totalfatal~e |   .0000997   .0001033     0.97   0.3 36    -.0001038    .0003032 
             | 
        year | 
       2003  |    .000785   .0098653     0.08   0.9 37    -.0186513    .0202212 
       2004  |   .0157203   .0118554     1.33   0.1 86    -.0076366    .0390772 
       2005  |   .0204214   .0119864     1.70   0.0 90    -.0031937    .0440364 
       2006  |   .0178546    .013722     1.30   0.1 94    -.0091799    .0448891 
       2008  |  -.0009678   .0144057    -0.07   0.9 46    -.0293493    .0274137 
             | 
       _cons |   .3790764   .1312077     2.89   0.0 04      .120577    .6375758 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .12062759 
     sigma_e |  .04398794 
         rho |  .88263106   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 234) =    26.93             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested  L3.totfedspendInters tate L3.totstateoutlayhw capitalan 
> dmaintencespendingontra trucksoftotveh totvmt avg gasprice shareofwrksinmanuortranp  
> percapitaincome unemployment totalfatalitiesonInt erstate i.year [aw=avepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       300 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.1819                         Obs  per group: min =         6 
       between = 0.3028                                        avg =       6.0 
       overall = 0.2842                                        max =         6 
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                                                F(1 5,235)          =      3.48 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2372                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
totfedspen~e | 
         L3. |  -.0000467   .0000329    -1.42   0.1 57    -.0001115    .0000181 
             | 
totstateou~w | 
         L3. |   .0000232   .0000199     1.17   0.2 44    -.0000159    .0000624 
             | 
capitaland~a |  -.0000125   9.79e-06    -1.28   0.2 02    -.0000318    6.77e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.4835075   .1957541    -2.47   0.0 14    -.8691647   -.0978504 
      totvmt |   6.02e-06   3.02e-06     1.99   0.0 47     7.24e-08     .000012 
 avggasprice |  -.0059723   .0039663    -1.51   0.1 33    -.0137864    .0018418 
shareofwrk~p |  -.5196406   8.501396    -0.06   0.9 51    -17.26833    16.22905 
percapitai~e |   4.55e-07   7.25e-07     0.63   0.5 31    -9.74e-07    1.88e-06 
unemployment |   .5512166   .2801315     1.97   0.0 50    -.0006733    1.103107 
totalfatal~e |   .0000994   .0001044     0.95   0.3 42    -.0001063    .0003051 
             | 
        year | 
       2003  |  -.0009208   .0097813    -0.09   0.9 25     -.020191    .0183494 
       2004  |   .0147811   .0119947     1.23   0.2 19    -.0088499     .038412 
       2005  |   .0209718   .0119245     1.76   0.0 80    -.0025208    .0444644 
       2006  |   .0185309   .0136765     1.35   0.1 77    -.0084134    .0454751 
       2008  |  -.0005883   .0143053    -0.04   0.9 67    -.0287713    .0275947 
             | 
       _cons |   .3040634   .1392877     2.18   0.0 30     .0296513    .5784755 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .12696452 
     sigma_e |  .04387442 
         rho |  .89332394   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 235) =    28.15             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
. xtreg ofInterstatecongested L3.allfedstateInterst atespend totalmlsInterstatebylanew 
> idth capitalandmaintencespendingontra trucksoftot veh totvmt avggasprice shareofwrks 
> inmanuortranp percapitaincome unemployment totalf atalitiesonInterstate i.year [aw=a 
> vepop], fe 
 
Fixed-effects (within) regression               Num ber of obs      =       300 
Group variable: nstate                          Num ber of groups   =        50 
 
R-sq:  within  = 0.1763                         Obs  per group: min =         6 
       between = 0.3209                                        avg =       6.0 
       overall = 0.3002                                        max =         6 
 
                                                F(1 5,235)          =      3.35 
corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1921                        Pro b > F           =    0.0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
ofintersta~d |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>| t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
allfedstat~d | 
         L3. |  -6.12e-07   .0000124    -0.05   0.9 61     -.000025    .0000238 
             | 
totalmlsin~h |  -9.17e-06   .0000109    -0.84   0.4 01    -.0000306    .0000123 
capitaland~a |  -.0000104   9.91e-06    -1.05   0.2 94    -.0000299    9.11e-06 
trucksofto~h |  -.5377755   .1932024    -2.78   0.0 06    -.9184055   -.1571455 
      totvmt |   5.26e-06   2.97e-06     1.77   0.0 78    -6.00e-07    .0000111 
 avggasprice |  -.0064429   .0039659    -1.62   0.1 06    -.0142562    .0013704 
shareofwrk~p |  -1.301653   8.542896    -0.15   0.8 79     -18.1321    15.52879 
percapitai~e |   4.17e-07   7.34e-07     0.57   0.5 70    -1.03e-06    1.86e-06 
unemployment |   .5171282   .2801489     1.85   0.0 66    -.0347961    1.069052 
totalfatal~e |   .0001074   .0001052     1.02   0.3 09    -.0000999    .0003146 
             | 
        year | 
       2003  |  -.0001955   .0097976    -0.02   0.9 84    -.0194979    .0191069 
       2004  |   .0161018   .0120124     1.34   0.1 81    -.0075639    .0397675 
       2005  |   .0207521   .0119732     1.73   0.0 84    -.0028364    .0443406 
       2006  |   .0188176   .0137303     1.37   0.1 72    -.0082327    .0458679 
       2008  |  -.0010509   .0143521    -0.07   0.9 42    -.0293261    .0272243 
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             | 
       _cons |   .3534519   .1352005     2.61   0.0 10     .0870921    .6198117 
-------------+------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
     sigma_u |  .12401424 
     sigma_e |  .04402298 
         rho |   .8880891   (fraction of variance d ue to u_i) 
--------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- 
F test that all u_i=0:     F(49, 235) =    27.97             Prob > F = 0.0000 
 
.  
.  
.  
.  
end of do-file 
 
. log close 
      name:  <unnamed> 
       log:  F:\Master's Thesis\Stata Data\3.18.12 Martinez Thesis Log.smcl 
  log type:  smcl 
 closed on:  18 Mar 2012, 13:45:03 
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